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Foreword 
The Finnish Rail Administration (RHK) publishes this 
Network Statement for the timetable period 2011. This 
is the eighth Network Statement prepared in Finland, in 
accordance with the Finnish Railway Act. The Network 
Statement describes the access conditions, the state-owned 
rail network, the allocation capacity, the services supplied 
to railway undertakings and the principles of determining 
the infrastructure charge. The Network Statement is 
published for applicants for capacity for each timetable period 
separately. The present Network Statement is intended for 
the timetable period 12.12.2010-10.12.2011. 
The Network Statement 2011 has been prepared based 
on the previous Network Statement taking into account the 
feedback received from users and the Network Statements of 
other European Infrastructure Managers. 
The structure of the Network Statement follows the 
common European structure and comprises the following 
chapters: 
I General 
2 Access conditions 
3 Rail network 
4 Capacity allocation 
5 Services supplied to railway undertakings 
6 Infrastructure charge 
During timetable period 2010 the Finnish Rail 
Administration, Finnish Road Administration and part of 
the Finnish Maritime Administration will he united to form 
the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. The research 
and foundation work of the new agency are not finished at 
the time of publishing the Network Statement, and the 
changes they cause, for example, to different practices cannot 
be anticipated. Updates will he published on the Network 
Statement 2010 and 2011 websites. 
Also the Finnish Rail Agency, Finnish Vehicle 
Administration, Finnish Civil Aviation Authority and part 
of the Finnish Maritime Administration will he united, and 
become the Finnish Transport Safety Agency in timetable 
period 2010. The establishment of this new agency will also 
affect the regulations, instructions and links to information 
sites mentioned in the Network Statement 2011. These 
updates can also be found on the Network Statement 2010 
and 2011 websites. 
In the Network Statement 2011 the new names Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency and Finnish Transport 
Safety Agency arc used instead of the old names Finnish Rail 
Administration and Finnish Rail Agency. 
Within the Finnish Rail Administration, the Network 
Statement is the responsibility of the Traffic Management 
Unit. All the departments of the Finnish Rail Administration 
E and several outside specialists have been involved in the 
preparation of the Network Statement. 
Helsinki, II December 2009 
Finnish Rail Administration 
Traffic System Department, 
Traffic Management Unit 
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I General 
Information 
1.1 	Introduction  
Thc Network Statement is published in accordance with the 
Railway Act (555/2006) and Directive 2001/14/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on the allocation 
of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges 
for the use of railway infrastructure and sakty certification 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Capacity and Infrastructure 
Charge Directive"). The Network Statement for the timetable 




The Network Statement is published for the use of applicants 
for capacity for each timetable period separately. The Network 
Statement describes the access conditions, state-owned rail 
network, capacity allocation, services supplied to railway 
undertakings and the basis on which the infrastructure 
charge is determined. The Network Statement specifies in 
detail the general rules, deadlines, procedures and grounds 
applicable to capacity allocation and the charging systems. 
Railway undertakings can request capacity for 
international traffic within the European Economic Area, as 
 weil  as for domestic freight traffic. Domestic passenger traffic
and transit traffic to Russia on the Finnish rail network may 
be operated only by VR-Group Ltd. 
1.3 	Legal Framework 
Current Legislation 
In accordance with the Railway Act, Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency publishes information on the 
provisions of the Railway Act, as well as on the provisions 
issued under this Act and other provisions, concerning 
I) the right of access to the rail network; 
2) the principles of determining the infrastructure charges; 
3) applying for rail capacity and the related deadlines; 
4) the requirements for and approval of railway rolling stock; 
as well as 
5) other conditions concerning operating and starting the 
operation of rail traffic. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency publishes 
information on the nature and extent of the rail network 
in the Network Statement for each timetable period. This 
information is contained in Chapter 3 of this Network 
Statement. The provisions issued by Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency on: 
1) specialised infrastructure under the Railway Act (point 
3.4.1) 
2) the priority order to be applied to congested infrastructure 
under the Railway Act (point 4.4.3) 
3) the threshold quota for the minimum use of railway 
infrastructure on each train path under the Railway Act 
(point 4.6) arc also published in the Network Statement. 
1.4 	Legal Status 
1.4.1 	General Remarks 
The Network Statement is not a regulation issued by Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency hut a document })roviding 
 information. 
1.4.2 	Liability 
Information published in the Network Statement does not 
affect regulations issued by Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency or the Finnish Transport Safety Agency. Information 
on the third parties mentioned in the Network Statement 
may also change during the timetable period. 
1.4.3 Appeals Procedure 
A decision taken by Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
may be appealed against under the Railway Act by filing a 
claim for rectification with the Regulatory Body, which in 
Finland is the Finnish Transport Safety Agency. A claim 
for rectification may be filed if the decision taken by the 
Regulatory Body concerns: 
1) priority order for allocating capacity in individual cases 
2) levying of the infrastructure charge 
3) capacity allocation 
4) allocation of urgently needed capacity 
5) issuance of a safety certificate or 
6) the access contract. 
The claim for rectification shall he filed with the 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency within 30 days of the date of 
receipt of notice of the decision. The Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency shall decide on the claim for rectification within two 
months of the date on which all relevant information for 
taking a decision has been delivered to it. The decision shall, 
however, be taken within ten days of the date on which all 
relevant information has been delivered if the claim concerns 
the priority order in individual cases, capacity allocation or a 
request for urgently needed capacity.  
1.5 	Structure of the Network 
Statement 
This Network Statement follows the common structure set 
for Network Statements by RailNetEurope. 
The Network Statement consists of five more chapters 
in addition to this one. The second chapter deals with the 
requirements for accessing the Rail Network, the third 
handles the rail network infrastructure, the fourth covers 
issues related to capacity allocation, the fifth chapter is about 
services offered to railway undertakings, and the sixth chapter 
deals with the infrastructure charge and charging principles. 
The Network Statement includes appendices that provide a 
more detailed description of the rail network features and 
other issues related to rail traffic operations. 
1.6 	Validity and Updating 
1.6.1 	Validity Period 
The Network Statement is valid for one timetable period. It 
is published four months ahead of the expiry of the deadline 
for submission of capacity requests that is 12 months ahead 
of the timetable period. The Network Statement 2011 is 
intended for the timetable period 2011, that is, for the period 
12.l2.2010—l0.12.2011. The Network Statement for the 
timetable period 2012 will he published by 10.12.2010 at the 
latest. 
1.6.2 Updating Process 
If information contained in item 1.3 changes, Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency will publish the changes in 
its publications. 
The Appendix 11 of the Network Statement presents 
an estimate of the railway work that is to he done during 
the timetable period 2011 and which may affect traffic. 
The working programme, timing of tasks and the required 
railway work will change as the funding and plans become 
more focused. The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
will publish the list of railway work and maintain an updated 
version of the document on Network Statement wehsite. 
The agency changes mentioned in the preface may 
cause updates to the Network Statement and the Appendices 
after the printed version has been published. Updates will he 
published on Network Statement website.  
	
1.7 	Publishing 
The Network Statement is published in three languages: 
Finnish, Swedish and English. If any discrepancies are 
found between the different language versions, the Finnish 
language version will prevail. The Finnish version of the 
Network Statement can be obtained in printed form from 
the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency and all language 
versions are available in PDF format on the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency's website. 
Development plans for the rail network for 2011-20l4 
are presented in Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's 
action plan (TTS). Statistics concerning the rail network and 
railway traffic are presented in the annually published Finnish 
Railway Statistics. 
1.8 	Contacts 
The information on the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency and the Finnish Transport Safety Agency, given in 
this Chapter, may change after the publication of the Network 
Statement. Any updated information will he available on the 
websites of the agencies concerned as well as in the Network 
Statement websites for 2010 and 2011. 
Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency operates 
under the auspices of the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications, assuming responsibility for maintaining 
and developing the state rail network, allocating rail 
capacity, conducting traffic control and directing traffic. 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency is also 
responsible for maintaining roads and developing and 
safeguarding the operating prerequisites of merchant 
shipping and other forms of waterborne traffic. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
Internet: http: //www.liiken nevirasto.fi 
On matters regarding entering the market or railway traffic, 
email can he sent to oss@liikennevirasto.fi . 
Other contact information can he found on Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency's website. 
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Picture 1. Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's organisational chart. 
Ministry of Transport and 
Communications 
P0 Box 31 (street address: Yliopistonkatu 5) 
H-00023 Valtioneuvosto 
Telephone: +358 9 160 02  
Fax.+358 9 160 28596 
E-mail: kirjaamo@mintc.fi 
 Internet:  http://www.mintc.fi  
Finnish Transport Safety Agency 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency is charged with 
monitoring and developing railway safety and Issuing 
instructions and regulations relating to flight and aviation 
safety as well as promoting road traffic safety and improving 
vehicle traffic information services. The Finnish Transport 
Safety Agency is also responsible for safety matters in 
connection with merchant shipping and other  waterhorne 
 traffic. 
Internet: http://www.trafi.fi  
Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency organisation 
Director General 
Strategic staff 	 Communications 
Aviation 	 Maritime 	 Railways 	 Road 	 Internal 
transport transport services 
WE EEWE  
Regional units in Lappeenranta and Rovaniemi 
Picture 2. Finnish Transport Safety Agency's organisational chart. 
Finnish Competition Authority 
The Finnish Competition Authority operates under the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. Its objective is to protect 
sound and effective economic competition and increase 
economic efficiency by promoting competition and abolishing 
competition restraints. 
P.O. Box 332 (street address: Pitkänsillanranta 3 A) 
 FI-00531 Helsinki 
Telephone: +358 9 731 41  
Fax.+358 9 7314 3328 
E-mail: kirjaamo@kilpailuvirasto.fi 
 Internet:  http://www.kilpailuvirasto.fi  
1.9 	RailNetEurope - International 
co-operation between 
Infrastructure Managers 
In January 2004, the European railway infrastructure 
managers established a common organisation to shape the 
business of European rail infrastructure. RailNetEurope or 
 RNE  is an organisation whose goal is to promote international 
traffic in the European railway infrastructure and sell and 
market the railway capacity managed by its members. 
Instead of engaging in bilateral or multilateral 
co-operation, the European railway infrastructure managers 
established a single organisation, RNE, to represent all of 
its members from the European perspective. The goal is to 
harmonise regulations and promote European rail traffic, and 
in so doing benefit every member.  
RNE consists of 34 members, either full or associated 
members or candidates. All in all  RailNetEurope partners 
serve a network of around 230,000km railway infrastructure. 
Also a ferry line has joined the association and contributes 
to lowering the harriers in international rail traffic. RNE's 
 main target group consists of customers engaging in 
international business. The Infrastructure Managers involved 
in RailNetEurope today take care of 120 customers dealing 
with international business and over 300 companies involved 
in national rail traffic. 
_- 
lo 
The RNE members have sct up One Stop Shops (OSS) 
 working as a network of customer contact points. For S 
international path requests, the customer needs to contact  
oniy one of these OSS,  which will coordinate the whole 
	
U 
international path allocation process. 	 U 
S 	U 
One Stop Shop: 	 = . 
•  Offers the customer support and information on the full = . 
product and service range of the Infrastructure Managers. = . 
•  Supplies all the information required to gain access to the = U 
infrastructure of any Infrastructure Manager participating S U 
in RNE. 	 = U 
•  Handles requests for any international train path within 
 
S I 
RNE. 	 = U 
•  Ensures that requests for the next timetable period are duly S I 
taken into account in the annual  timetabling process. 	= I 
• Provides train path offers for the whole international S I 
journey. 
S 	I 
Each OSS  contact is part of the international 
network aiming at making network access for customers = I 
as simple as possible. The OSS also provides information = I 
on infrastructure charges and train movements including 
quality monitoring. The OSS provides competent and = I 
efficient assistance across all borders, based on transparent, 
confidential and non-discriminatory procedures. The contact 
information of railway infrastructure managers' OSS contacts 
can be found on the RailNetEurope's Internet pages at  
http://www.railneteurope.com . 
I 
RailNetEurope members include:  
Administrador de  Infraestructuras Ferrov iarias (ADIF) 
 (Spain)  
Banedanmark (Denmark) 
Banverket (BV) (Sweden) 
BLS AG (BLS) (Switzerland) 
CommunautS dc Transports— Accs Rtseau (Luxembourg) 
 Compania Nationalä  de Cäi Ferate SA(CFR)  (Rumania) 
 DB Netz  AG (Germany) 
I Eurotunnel (France / England) 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency  )  (Finland) 
I HZ Infrastructura d.o.o. (Croatia) 
Infrabel (Belgium) 
I Jernbaneverket (JBV) (Norway) 
I Keyrail (Netherlands)  
MAV Magyar Allamvasutak Zrt (MAy)  (Hungary) 
National Manager of Railway Infrastructure  (EDISY S.A.) 
 (Greece)  
' National Railway Infrastructure Company  (NRIC) 
 (Bulgaria)  
• Network Rail (Great Britain)  
• PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. (PKP PLK)  (Poland) 
 • ProRail B.V.  (Netherlands)  
• Public Agency for Rail Transport of RS (AP)  (Slovcnia) 
• Raaherbahn AG/GYSEV Zrt. (GYSEV/Raaberhahn) 
(GYSEV/Raaberbahn) (Austria / Hungary) 
• Rede Ferroviria Nacional E.P.E.  (REFER) (Portugal) 
 • Rtseau Fcrr  de France (RFF) (France) 
• Rete Ferroviaria Italiana SpA  (RH) (Italy) 
• Scancllines Deutschland  GmhH (Germany/Sweden) 
• Soci& Nationale des Chemins de  fer Français (SNCF) 
 (France)  
• Sprva eleznini dopravni cesty (CD)/SZCD) 
 (the Czech Republic)  
• Swiss Federal Railways  SBB -Infrastructure 
(SBB CFF FFS) (Switzerland)  
• Slovenske zcleznice d.o.o.  (Si) (Slovenia)  
• Swiss Train Paths Ltd. (Trasse) (Switzerland)  
• TP Fcrro Concesionaria SA (Spain/FranceVasiiti 
Pályakapacitás- eloszt K ft. (VPE) (Hungary) 
• 	eleznice Slovenskej republiky  (SR) (Slovakia) 
 • ÖBB  Infrastruktur Betrieb  AG (Austria). 
Network Statements 
of Other Countries 
Internet addresses and names of Network Statements 
published by other rail network administrators are listed in 












• Coordination refers to a procedure by which Finnisi 
 Transport Infrastructure Agency and the applicant 
attempt to solve situations where there are  competin! 
 requests for rail capacity.  
• Engaging in railway traffic refers to the traffi 
 conducted by a railway undertaking or a museum trail 
operator on the rail network.  
• Infrastructure maintenance refers to construction 
maintenance and development of tracks, of structures 
equipment and systems connected with them, as  wcli as o 
real property needed for infrastructure maintenance.  
• LIMO refers to the Finnish Transport Safety  Agcnc 
 orders and instruction on rolling stock.  
• Museum train traffic refers to traffic operated on 
small scale on the rail network by a non-profit  associatior 
 with museum trains. Museum train refers to a  stocl 
 registered as a museum train on the Finnish  Transpori 
 Safety Agency's stock register.  
• Private siding refers to a track other than state-owned 
track, which is connected to the rail network according to 
the private siding connection permit. The connection 
permit is provided by the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency. 
• Rail capacity refers to the capacity of a train path to 
carry train traffic over a particular period and depending 
on the characteristics of the rail network.  
• Rail Network Description refers to the technical 
characteristics of the Finnish rail network. The information 
published on the description are up-to-date on the date 
of publication, and describe the current state. Rail Network 
Description is published at least twice a year, at the 
beginning of June and I)ecember, on Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency's website. 
• Railway undertaking refers to a company or other 
association under private law whose main activity is to 
operate rail traffic. The company must have an appropriate 
operating licence issued in the European Economic Area 
and possess the rolling stock needed for operating traffic. 
Undertakings providing only traction services arc also 
regarded as railway undertakings. 
• RATO refers to railway track's technical instructions, 
which include basic information on development, 
inspection and maintenance of a track and its equipment. 
 RATO  is published by the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency. 
• The Advance Information System (ETJ) is a 
system, which includes the advance plans of railway work 
and information on changes affecting traffic. Otherwise, 
these would have to he delivered by a traffic control 
message. 
• Traffic control is the management oftraffic on individual 
train paths. ln addition traffic control duties include issuing 
permits and notices required for train traffic. Traffic 
control also includes protecting the railway work areas, 
issuing permits for railway work and receiving information 
on the termination of such work. If so required due 
to the volume of traffic and safety apparatus a signals or 
turnout worker, shunting foreman, engine driver or a 
worker responsible for the safety of work done near the 
tracks or other person appointed in due order for the task 
may participate in traffic control to the extent required 
by their task. 
• TURO  refers to safety instructions in track maintenance. 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency publishes the 
instructions on its wcbsitc. 
Other, more detailed, definitions can be found in 
 RATO  (Railway track technical instructions).  
The Act on safety and interoperahility of the rail 
system (750/2006) lays down, for example, the essential 
requirements for the rail system. The essential requirements 





Access requirements to the rail network arc listed in this 
chapter. The prerequisites for operating railway traffic are 
an operating licence, safety certificate or museum traffic 
operator's licence, allocated capacity and an access contract. 
In addition, for example, the rolling stock acceptance process 
and traffic safety staff qualifications are described in this 
chapter. 
2.2 	General Access Requirements 
The legal framework of access to infrastructure is described 
in the Railway Act (555/2006). The provisions issued 
by the Finnish Transport Safety Agency and Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency shall be observed on the 
state-owned rail network. Information on the provisions 
and instructions issued by the Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency and Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
currently in force is available from the  Finlex Data Bank, 
 http: //www.finlex.fi. 
ATP engine equipment must he used in train traffic or, 
if operating without ATP engine equipment, an exceptional 
permit as referred to in section 28(5) of the Railway Act 
(555/2006) is compulsory. The Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency may grant an exceptional permit provided that it 
does not endanger the safety of the railway system.  ln cases 
concerning the use of ATP engine equipment, a fixed-term 
exceptional permit may be granted if the case involves a 
need for exceptional and temporary train operation or if 
ATP engine equipment or spare parts are not available. 
An exceptional permit may not be granted for a train 
unit or engine which is used in passenger or commercial 
freight traffic, when it is not directly connected with track 
maintenance. ATP engine equipment is not required in stock 
that is used for shunting only. Museum stock can he operated 
on part of the rail network without automatic train safety 
equipment. The sections of line, on which the automatic 
train sakty equipment is obligatory, are listed in Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency's museum train traffic regulation 
 (RVI/295/41I/2008).  Further information is given by the 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency.  
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2.2.1 	General Requirements for 
Operating Railway Traffic 
Operation of rail traffic on the state-owned rail networl 
requires that the railway undertaking mect the folIowin 
conditions: 
1) Tbc  railway undertaking or international grouping 
railway undertakings shall have an operating licence ii 
accordance with the Railway Act or a correspondin 
operating licence issued in the European Economic Area 
unless the question is of museum train traffic referred tc 
in the Railway Act. 
2) The licence holder shall have a safety certificate ir 
accordance with the Railway Act, issued or approved b) 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency, which covers al 
the train paths on which traffic will be operated. 
3) Capacity in accordance with the Railway Act has beer 
allocated to the railway undertaking for its traffic. 
4) The licence holder shall make an access contract with 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency on necessar 
practical arrangements concerning the operating of railway 
traffic. 
5) Other conditions for operating rail traffic, laid down in 
or under the Railway Act are in all respects fulfilled. 
Access conditions and phases for entering the market 
are presented in Figure 2. 
Museum Traffic 
The same requirements described in this Network Statement 
are applied to museum train traffic as to other rail traffic, 
except with regard to the operating licence. The law 
provides that a museum traffic operator must have an 
operating licence granted by the Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency, and that the licence corresponds with the railway 
undertaking's safety certificate. The operating licence will 
be granted upon application for a maximum of five years at 
a time. The prerequisite for granting the operating licence 
is that the museum traffic operator has sufficient liability 
insurance and risk management system, their rolling stock 
has been approved by the Finnish Transport Safety Agency, 
and the persons attending to the traffic operation possess the 
required competence. 
Capacity may he requested only as ad hoc capacity. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency has drawn up 
instructions for museum train traffic operators for attending 
to certain matters regarding access to the network. 
ATP engine equipment must he used in train traffic or, 
if operating without ATP engine equipment, an exceptional 
permit as referred to in section 28(5) of the Railway Act 
(555/2006) is compulsory. The Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency may grant an exceptional permit provided that it 
does not endanger the safety of the railway system. ln cases 
concerning the use of ATP engine equipment, a fixed-term 
exceptional permit may he granted if the case involves a 
need for exceptional and temporary train operation or if 
ATP engine equipment or spare parts are not available. 
An exceptional permit may not be granted for a train 
unit or engine which is used in passenger or commercial 
freight traffic, when it is not directly connected with track 
maintenance. ATP engine equipment is not required in stock 
that is used for shunting only. Museum stock can he operated 
on part of the rail network without automatic train safety 
equipment. The sections of line, on which the automatic 
train safety equipment is obligatory, are listed in Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency's museum train traffic regulation 
(RVI/295/41 1/2008). Further information can be obtained 
from the Finnish Transport Safety Agency. 
2.2.2 General Requirements for 
Access to the Rail Network 
The following railway undertakings or international 
groupings of railway undertakings may access the state rail 
network to operate train traffic: 
1) the railway undertakings and international groupings 
of railway undertakings referred to in the Railway Act 
providing domestic freight services or passenger services 
in international rail traffic between states belonging to the 
European Economic Area 
2) the rail transport operating subsidiary of the limited 
company referred to in the Act on the Incorporation of 
the Finnish State Railways (20/1995) for providing 
services in domestic passenger traffic, as well as in traffic 
between Finland and Russia. 
These railway undertakings and international 
groupings of railway undertakings may use the rail network 
in accordance with the Railway Act and the traffic operating 
points on the state-owned rail network for their traffic 
operating on separately agreed conditions (access contract). 
Other undertakings or associations may also use individual 
traffic operating points on the rail network for their rail 
services, provided that this traffic serves a private siding 
connected to a traffic operating point and that an agreement 








2.2.3 Operating Licence 
The Ministry of Transport and Communications issues 
an operating licence for the operation of rail traffic to 
applicants established in Finland. The granted operating 
licence is valid for the time being and the Ministry reviews 
the operating licence and its conditions every five years. 
An operating licence issued in one state belonging to the 
European Economic Area is valid throughout the territory of 
the European Economic Area. An operating licence granted 
elsewhere must be delivered to the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications for information. 
The prerequisite for granting the operating licence is 
that the main activity of the undertaking is to operate rail 
traffic. The undertaking must also have a safety certificate 
issued or approved by the Finnish Transport Safety Agency, 
a solid financial standing, a competent management team 
and a sufficient liability insurance. The application for an 
operating licence is delivered to the Ministry of Transport 
and Communications. 
2.2.4 Safety Certificate 
The safety certificate is issued by the national safety 
authority. In Finland, it is issued by the Finnish Transport 
Safety Agency. 
If a railway undertaking has been granted part A of 
the safety certificate in another country belonging to the 
European Economic Area, it must apply to the Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency for part B of the safety certificate 
before it can commence train operations or track maintenance 
in Finland. 
The safety certificate will he granted or approved for a 
maximum of five years at a time. The undertaking must apply 
for a new safety certificate as soon as its old certificate is no 
longer valid. 
The safety certificate comprises two parts. Part A 
approves the safety management system, while part B accepts 
the documents and arrangements that the holder of the safety 
certificate has issued and put in place that indicates that the 
set requirements are fulfilled. 
The purpose of the safety certificate is to ensure that 
the applicant fulfills the safety requirements for its operations 
and that the undertaking has the necessary qualifications to 
operate safely on the rail network. These requirements are 
presented in the Railway Act. It is also possible to include 
other requirements in the safety certificate regarding railway  
safety. The purpose of these requirements is to ensure railway 
safety while taking into consideration the nature and scope 
of the railway traffic of the applicant. The aforementioned 
requirements are presented in more detail and explained in 
the instructions on how to apply for a safety certificate drawn 
up by the Finnish Transport Safety Agency. 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency requires 
information on: 
•  the applicant's safety management system's compliance 
with regulations 
• the applicant proves that it fulfils those rules and 
regulations on the use of the rail network that concern 
that part of the network where it intends to operate or 
engage in traffic operation and the applicant shows that it 
can safeguard compliance with the rules and regulations,  
•  the applicant proves that its staff groups and the staff 
groups of the subcontractor that it uses are appropriately 
trained and competent in their duties in accordance with 
the relevant regulations [concerning the network];  
• the applicant proves that the rolling stock that it uses 
complies with the relevant regulations [concerning the 
network] and that the maintenance and servicing of the 
rolling stock arc in order. 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency has drawn up 
instructions on how to apply for a safety certificate. The form 
used to apply for the safety certificate can be obtained from 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency. The written application 
shall be submitted to the Finnish Transport Safety Agency. 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency shall consider the 
application and if necessary request further information. The 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency shall decide on the issuance 
or approval of the safety certificate within four months after 
the request has been filed. However, the matter shall be 
resolved within twelve months of the application even if all 
the necessary information has not been lodged. The Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency may grant a safety certificate for 
the entire state rail network or individual train paths. If the 
rules or regulations on the safety of the railway system are 
essentially amended, the agency may review the certificate 
or part thereof. If the operation of the holder of the safety 
certificate alters essentially in nature or extent, it shall 
re-apply for approval of the safety certificate insofar as the 
change has an effect on the terms and conditions of the safety 
certificate. 
2.2.5 Insurance 
A rail transport operator shall have sufficient liability 
insurance or other corresponding arrangement in case of such 
damage incurred by a party due to rail transport operations 
for which the operator is by law or contract responsible. 
The nature and scope of operations and risks related to the 
operations must be taken into account in evaluating the 
sufficiency of the insurance or a similar arrangement. The 
insurance or other corresponding arrangement shall be in 
force for the duration of the entire period during which rail 
transport is operated. 
	
2.3 	How to Apply for a Train Path 
A railway undertaking has to meet the following criteria tc 
apply for rail capacity: 
• The undertaking shall have an operating licence in 
conformity with the Railway Act or a corresponding 
licence issued in the European Economic Area unless it  i 
 a question of museum traffic referred to in  tbc Railway 
Act. 
•  The undertaking shall, in compliance with the Railway 
Act, have a safety certificate for all the train paths on 
which the undertaking is planning to operate. 
Applying for rail capacity and capacity allocation are 
described in Chapter 4 of the Network Statement. 
2.4 	General Business Conditions 
2.4.1 Framework Agreement 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency may make a 
framework agreement on the use of capacity with applicants 
for capacity. The purpose of such an agreement is to specify 
the characteristics of the capacity requested by the applicant. 
The framework agreement does not, however, entitle 
the applicant to obtain such capacity as is specified in the 
agreement. 
Railway undertakings shall request the capacity 
specified in the framework agreement for each timetable 
period separately. If requested, Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency allocates the capacity specified in the 
framework agreement following the procedure laid clown in 
the Railway Act. Correspondingly, the access contract shall 
be concluded for each timetable period separately regardless 
of the framework agreement. The framework agreement does 
not, however, impede the application of the provisions of the 
Railway Act to other applicants for capacity. 
The framework agreement is made for a maximum offive 
years. For special reasons, Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency may, however, also conclude framework agreements 
for a longer period. Conclusion of an agreement for more 
than five years can, however, be justified only by contracts, 
special investments or special business risks connected with 
the transport business of the party with which the agreement 
is concluded, as well as by the large-scale and long-term 
investments of the party with which the agreement is 
concluded or the contractual obligations connected with such 
activities. 
2.4.2 Access Contracts 
Railway undertaking and museum traffic operator shall make 
an access contract with Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency on the use of necessary services with regard to 
the state rail network and operating railway traffic. These 
services include, for example, the use of marshalling yards, 
storage sidings and other tracks, as well as use of traffic 
control services. It is also possible to agree on other practical 
arrangements concerning railway traffic operations. 
The railway traffic operator shall contact Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency to prepare the access 
contract and contractual negotiations as early as possible, 
preferably before applying for capacity. Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency makes this contract with each licence 
holder while taking into account the nature and scale of 
capacity allocated. The access contract is made for each 
timetable period and can be changed if decisions made during 
the timetable period concerning the allocation of capacity 
or other facts, for example, concerning the condition of the 
rail network so require. The access contract can only be 
concluded after all conditions stipulated in the Railway Act 
for operating railway traffic have been fulfilled. After the 
contract has been concluded, traffic may begin. 
2.5 	Operational Rules 
Operational rules drafted by Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency can he viewed on the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency website and legislative information on the Finlex 
website. 
2.6 Exceptional Transport 
Traffic restrictions are dealt with in item 3.4 and in Appendix 
6. Regulations concerning railway traffic and rolling stock 
can be viewed on the Finlex website and other instructions 
on the Finnish Transport Safety Agency and Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency websites. 
I 
The rolling stock register must include information on 
the owner, holder and renter of the rolling stock. The more 
detailed regulations on related information on other rolling 
stock to be recorded in the register will he set forth in a 
Council of State decree. 
An exceptional transport permit is granted by 
the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. For more 
information, please visit the agency's website. 
2.7 	Dangerous Goods 
Transport of dangerous goods is dealt with in item 3.4.3. 
Regulations concerning railway traffic and rolling stock can 
be viewed on the Finlex website and other instructions on 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency and Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency Wcl)SitCS. 
2.8 	Rolling Stock Acceptance 
Process Guidelines 
An authorisation issued by the Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency is required for placing rolling stock in service. This 
authorisation can be issued for rolling stock that meets 
the requirements valid in Finland, which is laid clown in 
legislation. 
The requirements are based on the interoperahility 
requirements for the rail system in accordance with 
Community law and the Finnish Transport Safety Agency 
has issued complementary and more detailed instructions. 
Conformity can be proved by the EC Declaration of 
Conformity or a corresponding declaration issued within the 
European Economic Area. Before issuing the authorisation, 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency will ask for the Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency's statement on stock type's 
or unit's suitability for rail network, in order to define 
possible restrictions. 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency maintains a 
register used to monitor the validity and traffic safety of 
rolling stock. The purpose is to promote railway system 
safety and identify rolling stock. The rolling stock is recorded 
in a register maintained by the Finnish Transport Safety 
Agency, if the rolling stock has been granted a commissioning 
licence in Finland. Rolling stock that will be used on the 
state's rail network and has been granted a commissioning 
licence elsewhere within the European Economic Area or 
in a country outside the EEA must also be recorded in the 
register. Any rolling stock used on private sidings will also he 
recorded in the register. 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency can also register 
rolling stock for a limited time upon request. A fixed-period 
registration is also possible for any rolling stock that has been 
granted a commissioning licence in another country, if it has 
been granted a commissioning licence in Finland and is used 
on the state's railway network only temporarily. 
With regards to any rolling stock used for rail traffic 
between Finland and Russia, the register must include 
information on the vehicle owner or renter, any possible 
limitations on the vehicle use and information on the vehicle's 
maintenance plan in so far as is essential to the vehicle safety. 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency provides more 
detailed information about the requirements and other 
matters related rolling stock. 
As from 1 January 2010, the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency shall approve any rolling stock that is 
used solely for track work. If at any stage the rolling stock 
is used as a train, the stock shall he approved by the Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency. 
2.9 	Staff Acceptance Process 
Traffic safety staff shall meet the health, training and other 
qualification requirements laid down in Finnish legislation. 
Specific provisions on qualifications are laid down in the 
Traffic Safety Tasks Act which came into force on 1 .1.2005. 
The Act lays down qualification requirements for personnel 
working with traffic safety tasks which have a direct impact 
on rail traffic safety. Those working in these tasks shall also 
meet the Finnish Transport Safety Agency requirements 
concerning health, training and other qualifications. The 
qualification requirements vary depending on the job. 
Before the Finnish Transport Safety Agency issues 
or approves a safety certificate, the railway operator shall 
provide it with information on the qualifications of its traffic 
safety staff. A museum traffic operator must provide the 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency with the corresponding 
information for issuing the operating licence. If necessary, 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency may upon issuing the 
safety certificate or operating licence examine in other ways 
and in more detail whether a person or persons employed by 
the railway traffic operator or otherwise connected to his or 
her operation meets the set qualifications. 
3 Infrastructure 
3.1 	Introduction 
The infrastructure refers to the state-owned rail network 
managed by Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency is responsible for 
infrastructure maintenance that is, for the construction 
and maintenance of tracks, of structures and equipment 
connected with them, as well as of real property needed for 
infrastructure maintenance. 
3.2 	Extent of Network 
3.2.1 	Limits 
3.3.1.3 Stations and Nodes 
3.3 	Network Description 
3.3.1 	Geographic Identification 
3.3.1.1 Track Typologies 
The network is presented in Figure 3 (rail network map) and 
in the infrastructure register (Appendix 1). 
3.3.1.2 Track Gauges 
The nominal track gauge on the rail network 1,524 mm. 
The speed-dependent limit values for the track gauge arc 
indicated in the Ratatekniset  ohjeet (RATO) publication, 
part 13 "Radan tarkastus" (Track inspection). 
The available network is presented graphically in Figure 
3 (state-owned rail network in the beginning of timetable 
period 2011) and in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register). 
The following line sections are closed to traffic: 





Maintenance has been cancelled until further notice: 
• Lautiosaari—Elijärvi 
• Kiukainen—Säkylä 
All changes will he published on the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency website. 
3.2.2 Connected Railway Networks 
There is a rail connection from Finland to Sweden via Tornio. 
The main outlines of traffic operating on the Tornio-
Haaparanta line section are presented in Appendix 3. The 
Swedish infrastructure manager is Banverket.  
Appendix 3 will be updated. The updated appendix will 
be published on the Network Statement websitc and Finlex. 
A rail connection exists from Finland to Russia via 
 Vainikkala, Imatrankoski, Niirala  and Vartius. Rail traffic 
between Finland and Russia is based on the Rail Traffic 
Agreement between Finland and Russia. Traffic between 
Finland and Russia is not internal international traffic within 
the European Economic Area. Only VR-Group Ltd has 
access to the Finnish rail network in traffic between Finland 
and Russia. 
The available traffic operating points (stations) are presented 
in Figure 4 (rail traffic operating points) and in Appendix 2 
(Rail Traffic Operating Point Register). 
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Figure 3. State-owned rail network at the beginning of timetable period 2011. 
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Figure 5. Trans-European Rail Network in Finland (The Finnish TEN network)  
3.3.2 Capabilities 
3.3.2.1 Loading Gauge 
The loading gauge (KU), Appendix 4, and the structure 
gauge (ATU), Appendix 5, arc used throughout the state- 
owned rail network, On private industrial sidings, there 
may be both loading and structure gauge limitations, which 
railway undertakings shall clarify separately for carrying out 
transportation. 
The vehicle gauge (LKU) is specified in the Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency's LIMO publication, point I  "Yleiset 
maaraykset" (General rules). 
3.3.2.2 Weight Limits 
Axle Loads 
22.5 ton axle loads are permitted on most of the rail network. 
The maximum permitted axle loads per line section arc 
indicated in Appendix 6 (Superstructure Categories, EN 
Categories and Permitted Speeds for Different Axle Loads). 
The same appendix specifies the axle loads and 
restrictions in connection with overweight loads and the 
wagons used in the rail connection to the east. 
Metre Loads 
The permitted metre load of rolling stock throughout the 
state-owned rail network is 8.0 tons/m. 
3.3.2.3 Line Gradients 
The maximum gradient is 20 mm/m on the main lines and 
22.5 mm on the secondary lines. The maximum gradient of 
sections of line measured over a distance of 1,200 metres is 
presented in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register). 
3.3.2.4 Line Speeds 
The maximum speed is 220 km/h for passenger trains 
and 120 km/h for freight trains. The speeds permitted for 
passenger and freight trains on the rail network are indicated 
in Appendix 6 (Superstructure Categories, EN Categories 
and Permitted Speeds for Different Axle Loads). 
3.3.2.5 Maximum Train Lengths 
The maximum train length permitted on a line section shall 
be such that trains can also use secondary tracks at the traffic 
operating points. Trains need not, however, he capable of 
using all secondary tracks at all traffic operating points. The 
train lengths used for dimensioning line sections are 550, 
625, 725, 825 and 925 metres. The longest secondary tracks 
at each traffic operating points are indicated in Appendix 2 
(Rail Traffic Operating Point Register). 
3.3.2.6 Power Supply 
The nominal voltage of the electrification is 25 ky/SO Hz 
AC. On all electrified lines, power is taken from the contact 
line above the track. One or both of the running rails and 
return conductors form a return circuit. The neutral sections 
will be located at the overhead line near substations. Rolling 
stock cannot collect current from these neutral sections. The 
main switch of locomotive/electric train must be opened 
at the neutral sections. The train is not allowed to stop at a 
neutral section. 
The maximum zigzag of the contact wire is 400 mm. 
The contact wire height can vary from 5600 to 6500 mm. 
The normal height is 6150 mm the electrified line sections are 
indicated in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register). 
For fixed installations, electrification is described 
in part 5 "Sähköistetty rata" (Electrified railway) of the 
Ratatekniset ohjeet (RATO)  publication, and for the electric 
equipment of rolling stock in the LISO publication. 
3.3.3 Traffic Control and 
Communications Systems 
3.3.3.1 Signalling Systems 
The signalling systems in use are indicated in Appendix I 
(Infrastructure Register) and graphically in Appendix 7 
(Signalling Systems). 
A line with section block is a line divided into block 
sections. Only one train may he in a block section at a time. 
Issues related to section blocks are presented in RATO 
publication, part 6 "Turvalaitteet" (Signalling systems). 
Hot box detectors have been placed on the rail network 
at 50 km intervals on line sections on which the greatest speed 
is or can be over 160km/h. In addition hot box detectors have 
been placed near the busiest junction stations. A map of the 
location of the hot box detectors is presented in Appendix 7. 
3.3.3.2 Traffic Control Systems 
The line sections equipped with an automated traffic control 
system are indicated in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register) 
and in Appendix 7 (Signalling Systems). The following 
automated traffic control systems arc used: centralised traffic 
control and radio control. On the CTC- and radio-controlled 
lines, all routes are equipped with the remote control of 
points and routes. On the secondary, loading and storage 
sidings of these line sections, however, local route setting 
may also be necessary. On radio-controlled lines, routes 
shall he set locally if it is necessary to operate on secondary, 
loading or storage sidings. 
3.3.3.3 Communications Systems 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency sets regulations 
on, for example, traffic operation, railway work and 
communications. The valid regulations can be obtained at 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency website. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency provides 
working instructions that deal with traffic control, 
traffic operation, railway work and communications, and 
complement the regulations. The valid working instructions 
can be obtained at the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency website. Contact information for traffic control can 
be obtained at the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
Extranctsite. 
Information of abnormal events or situations will he 
provided via the Advance Information System, maintained 
by Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency, and through 
notifications given by the traffic control. Drivers and persons 
responsible for the railway work must have knowledge of the 
advance plans that are valid for the duration of the work! 
journey and in the working area/track sections of the journey. 
They must also have the contact information for the traffic 
control. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency tries to record 
the verbal communication between the traffic control, traffic 
operators and railway workers, i.e. permits and notifications, 
in the most comprehensive manner possible. The authorities 
will use these recordings for examining accidents and 
dangerous situations. 
A new communications system,  RAILI Network, was 
taken into use on the state-owned rail network at the end 
Df 2008. Its key element is a new GSM-R radio network, 
which complies with the technical railway interoperability 
pecifications of the European Union. The old analogue 
radio networks (railway yard and line radio networks) will 
be abandoned once RAILI is fully implemented. The GSM-R 
radio network will cover most of the state-owned rail 
network. Some track sections will remain outside the  RAILI 
 network. Detailed quality information can be found in the 
map of the RAILI network design standards and appendix 
13. More information can he found on the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency's wchsite. 
Traffic control, railway undertakings and contractors 
must use the RAILI  network as their primary communications 
channel. If RAILI  network cannot he used for a technical 
reason or poor GSM-R radio network reception, the parties 
must use other available phone or mobile phone networks. The 
traffic control, and also train drivers, shunting managers and 
persons responsible for the railway work must be informed of 
any faults preventing or hindering the use of RAILI network, 
and alternative contact information in accordance with the 
communications instructions. 
3.3.3.4 Other systems 
Many of the larger stations have camera surveillance. The 
system allows traffic controllers to monitor the movement of 
trains and the Information Centre to observe the movement 
of passengers on platforms as well as the technical functioning 
of the information equipment. The Safety Centre is able to 
monitor passenger safety and control vandalism. Property 
maintenance, for its part, can usc the system to check on the 
tidiness of platform areas and spot any need for maintenance 
work. 
3.3.3.5 ATP Systems 
Automatic train protection (ATP) is a system that controls 
the speed of a train. 
ATP engine equipment must be used in train traffic or 
if operating without ATP engine equipment, an  exceptiona If 
permit as referred to in section 28(5) of the Railway Aci 
 (555/2006) is compulsory. The Finnish Transport  Safet)  I = 
Agency may grant an exceptional permit provided that ii It 
does not endanger the safety of the railway system. In case 
concerning the use of ATP engine equipment, a  fixcd-terff 
 exceptional permit may he granted if the case involves a 
for exceptional and temporary train operation or if ATP  enginc 
 equipment or spare parts are not available. An exceptional 
permit may not be granted for a train unit or engine which 
is used in passenger or commercial freight traffic, when it h 
not directly connected with track maintenance. ATP engine 
equipment is not required in stock that is used for shunting 
only. Further information can be obtained from the Finnish 
Transport Safety Agency. 
3.4 	Traffic Restrictions 
3.4.1 	Specialised Infrastructure 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency may designate 
a train path or a part of it as specialised infrastructure, if 
there are sufficiently alternative routes for other traffic. 
Specialised infrastructure refers to a train path or a part of 
it on which priority is given to the type of traffic for which 
the infrastructure is specialised. So far Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency has not designated any line section in 
Finland as speciahised infrastructure. 
3.4.2 Environmental Restrictions 
The requirements laid down in the Finnish Transport 
Safety Agency's LIMO publication are applied when 
registering rolling stock. LIMO sets out general and special 
requirements for rolling stock concerning noise, vibration, 
electromagnetic interferences, emissions, environmentally 
dangerous substances and the use of recycled construction 
materials. 
Vibration-related speed restrictions are imposed on 
parts of the railway line on fifteen line sections throughout 
Finland. The restrictions mainly apply to over 3,000 ton 
gross weight heavy trains (Appendix 8). 
I 
3.4.3 Dangerous Goods 
Finland has signed the intergovernmental OTIF Convention, 
which regulates international rail traffic. Russia and other 
CIS countries have not acceded to the OTIF Convention. 
Carriage of dangerous goods by rail between Finland and 
Russia as well as transport of such goods via Russia to CIS 
countries and from those countries to Finland is subject to 
the regulations specified in appendix 8 of the transportation 
tariff included in the agreement (Treaty Series 1/1948 of the 
Finnish Statute Book) concluded for the rail traffic between 
Finland and Russia. 
Appendix C of the OTIF Convention lays down the 
provisions on the carriage by rail of dangerous goods (RID). 
As they stand, the RID regulations govern the international 
rail transportation of dangerous goods within the territories 
of member states that have acceded to the  OTIF Convention. 
Rail transport of dangerous goods within Finland is subject 
to the national statutes which enforce the RID framework 
directive (2008/68/EC) in Finland. 
The most important differences compared to the RID 
regulations are as follows: cold resistance requirement for 
certain packaging and tanks in domestic traffic is -40 °C 
(RID -18 and -20 ° C); as well as the regulations concerning 
protection wagons and the bringing of wagons loaded with 
explosives to traffic operating points and the temporary 
storage of explosives. The decree of the Ministry of Transport 
and Communications also takes into account the requirements 
of the VOC directive (94/63/EC) concerning the recovery of 
vapours from petrol in connection with rail transport. 
No absolute restrictions have been imposed on the 
transport of dangerous goods if carried out according to 
the regulations. It is recommended that wagons loaded with 
dangerous goods should not be parked in densely populated 
or groundwater areas. The transport of dangerous goods on 
tracks with spike fastening or laid with 43 kg rails shall be 
avoided. 
It is prescribed by Government decree that railway 
undertakings shall carry out a safety analysis for railway yards 
through which considerable quantities of dangerous goods are 
carried. The decree defines, for example, the following: The 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency defines those rail yards for 
which the safety analysis must he carried out. The Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency may define the form of the 
safety analysis. The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
organises co-operation between railway companies in order 
to carry out the safety analysis. The safety analysis shall be 
submitted to the local rescue and environmental authorities  
3.7 	Freight Terminals for an opinion. The safety analysis shall he submitted to the 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency, which delivers 
it further for approval. The safety plan is approved by the 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency. 
Loading possibilities are indicated in Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic 
Operating Point Register). K means "yes" and Y "private". 
For loading platforms, the register lists their available length. 
3.4.4 Tunnel Restrictions 
There arc tunnel restrictions on the Helsinki—Turku 
and Orivesi—Jyväskylä line sections. The restrictions are 
indicated in Appendix 9. 
Only freight trains and stock required in track work 
are allowed to operate in tunnels on the Vuosaari line. It is 
forbidden to take passengers through the tunnels on Vuosaari 
track. Only electric freight traffic is allowed. Individual 
diesel engine transfers are permitted. 
ln  the Savio tunnel the train driver must have an oxygen 
apparatus and the machinery must he fitted with oxygen 
equipment. 
3.4.5 Bridge Restrictions 
Bridge restrictions are described in Appendix 10 
3.4.6 Overweight load transport 
Appendix 6 details the axle loads and restrictions applicable 
to the carriage of overweight loads and wagons used in rail 
connections to the east. 
	
3.5 	Availability of the Infrastructure 
Other restrictions than those listed in item 3.4 are described 
in Rail Network Description and in the Advance Notification 
System. Track work causing traffic restrictions is presented 
in Appendix Il.  The Rail Network description can he found 
on Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's website. 
The substations of the electric railway have a limited 
capacity for supplying power to the contact line. The power 
supply will shut down automatically in overload situations, 
which will cause a temporary power failure in the contact 
line. 
3.6 	Passenger Stations 
The lengths of passenger platforms (shortest/longest) are 
indicated in Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating Point 
Register). The platforms not maintained by Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency are indicated in brackets. 
Private siding connections at traffic operating points 
are indicated by the marking "Private sidings" in Appendix 2 
(Rail Traffic Operating Point Register). 
3.8 	Service Facilities 
3.8.1 Train Formation Yards 
Train formation yards are railway yards in which the layout 
and size of the track system make it possible to form trains. 
The train formation yards are indicated by the marking 
"Shunting" in Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating Point 
Register). 
All train formation yard tracks have not been electrified. 
If necessary, Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's Rail 
Data Unit provides more information on the electrified 
tracks. 
3.8.2 Storage Sidings 
Storage sidings are yard tracks primarily intended for the 
parking of wagons and coaches waiting for a transport 
task. Storage sidings can also be used for other purposes 
required by traffic operating. The local traffic control centre 
determines which tracks arc used as storage sidings. 
3.8.3 Maintenance and Service 
Facilities 
The 400 and 1,500 V power supply facilities for rolling 
stock are indicated in Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating 
Point Register). Also for the 400 V power supply, the 
maximum current available is indicated in amperes. The use 
of maintenance and service facilities requires an agreement 
with their owner. 
3.8.4 	Refuelling Facilities 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency does not own 
refuelling equipment or provide refuelling services. The 
Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating Point Register) shows 
the refuelling facilities on traffic operating points. The use of 
refuelling facilities requires an agreement with their owner. 
3.8.5 Technical Equipment  
Thc  use of other technical equipment (e.g. scales, cranes, 
etc.) must be agreed with their respective owners. The 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency does not provide 
this equipment for railway companies to use. The Appendix 
2 (Rail Traffic Operating Point Register) shows the cranes 
located on traffic operating points. 
3.9 	Infrastructure Development 
Rail network development plans are presented in Finnisi 
Transport Infrastructure Agency's Action and Financia 
plan for the years 2011 2014. The Action and Financial Plar 1 5 
period will see a focus on the enhancement of traffic contro 
safety and flexibility in railway yards by introducing 
automation technology. Old traffic control safety equipmenl tt 
will be replaced in Kuopio, Siilinjärvi and Iisalmi. Old remotc 
control systems will he replaced on line sections Pieksämäki- 
Iisalmi and Seinäjoki-Ylivieska. Work will be commenced 
to replace the remote control mechanism on the  Parikkala- 
Joensuu line section. Rail network development projects in 
the Action and Financial Plan period will include Phase I ol 
 Seinäjoki-Oulu (possibly including the continuation project), 
 Keski-Pasila,  Ring Rail, Kokkola- Ylivieska double track and 
the electrification of the Rovaniemi-Kemijärvi line section. 
The development plans for the years beyond the period 
covered by the Action and Financial Plan are presented in 
the "Rail Network 2030" report. The publication was in the 
process of being updated when the Network Statement went 
into print. For more information, please visit the Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency's website. 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency adopted 
a new environmental strategy in 2009. It outlines the 
focuses of environmental work from 2009 to 2013. Climate 
and energy issues will be emphasised more than before. 
Noise and vibration issues together with protection of soil 
and groundwater are still significant. Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency aims at improving its ceo-efficiency 
by better follow-up of material use and further developing 
recycling. Part of the strategy work is developing extensive, 
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Capacity may be 
changed 
4.3 	Schedule for Train Path 
Requests and Allocation 
Capacity Requests 
4.3.1 Schedule for Working 
Timetable 
The timetable period in rail traffic starts annually at the 
second weekend of December, at 00.00 hrs on the night 
between Saturday and Sunday, and ends at the corresponding 
time the following year. The timetable period 2011 will start 
on 12.12.2010 and end on 10.12.2011. Correspondingly, 
the timetable period 2012 will start on 11.12.2011 and end 
on 8.12.2012. Applicants for capacity shall request capacity 
no earlier than 12 and no later than 8 months ahead of the 
timetable period. One request may include all the changes in 
traffic to be made during the timetable period. 
Decisions on the allocation of capacity for regular 
services may be changed for the rest of the timetable period 
during the timetable period concerned at specified dates, 
provided that these changes do not affect the capacity 
allocated to other railway undertakings or to international 
traffic within the European Economic Area. The changes 
may take effect at 00.00 hrs on the night between Saturday 
and Sunday in the beginning of the timetable period and at 
the weekend following the end of the school year. In addition 
to the above dates, the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency may for special reasons decide on other dates on 
which changes can take place. At the time of publishing the 
Network Statement, the parties have had the chance to apply 
for changes in the capacity allocated for regular services on 
given dates, which have been six weeks apart on average. 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency shall inform 
all railway undertakings of possible new dates on which the 
capacity for regular services may be changed. The decision on 
the dates for applying changes will also be published in Finlex 
at http://www.fInlex.fi . 
Requests for changing capacity allocated for regular 
services must he submitted no later than four weeks before 
the date on which the change shall take effect. When the date 
on which the changes may take effect, is Sunday or a public 
holiday, the request shall be made on the first weekday. 
4.3.2 Requesting Rail Capacity for 
Temporary Traffic 
Applicants for capacity may request capacity from Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency regardless of the prescribed 
period if they urgently need capacity for one or more 
provisional train paths. Ad hoc capacity requests for the 
time period between the change dates can be made after 
the capacity application period has ended. Rail capacity for 
museum traffic can be applied no earlier than four months 
before the scheduled departure. The Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency will announce its decision concerning 
the capacity request within five working days of receiving 
the application. The more detailed application instructions 
can l)e fbund in Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's 
regulation on its website. 
4.4 	Allocation Process 
4.4.1 	Coordination Process 
Based on the applications, Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency draws up the capacity allocation proposal (called 
"draft working timetable" in the Railway Act) for the 
next timetable period no later than four months after the 
deadline for the submission of requests for capacity. It has, 
however, been agreed by European railway infrastructure 
managers that no more than 2.5 months shall he used for the 
coordination of requests. The capacity allocation proposal 
contains information on the capacity that Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency proposes to allocate to an applicant 
only to such an extent and with such restrictions as is 
necessary for implementing traffic control for the use of this 
capacity. 
Figure 7. Dates on which the capacity for regular services may be changed during the timetable period 2011.  
The capacity allocation proposal is primarily based on 
the assumption that the requested capacity will he allocated, 
provided that the different train paths enable railway traffic 
to be operated in accordance with the technical and safety 
requirements. In order to improve the use of rail capacity, 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency may, however, offer 
applicant's capacity that does not essentially differ from the 
capacity they have requested. Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency may also decide not to allocate capacity, provided that 
reserve capacity is needed for the timetable period as a result 
of the priority order applied to rail traffic. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency sends the 
capacity allocation proposal to applicants for information 
within the prescribed period of time and gives them the 
opportunity to comment. Comments shall be presented 
within 30 days after receipt of the capacity allocation 
proposal. Customers purchasing freight transport services 
and associations representing purchasers of rail transport 
services also have the right to present comments on the 
capacity allocation proposal within 30 days, counted from 
the date on which Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
publishes an announcement in its collection of regulations 
that the capacity allocation proposal has been prepared. 
Coordination for the Timetable Period 
If there are several applicants for the same capacity or the 
requested capacity affects the capacity requested by another 
applicant, Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency will 
attempt to coordinate the requests between the applicants. 
In such eases, Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency may 
offer the applicants capacity that does not essentially differ 
from the capacity they have requested. 
If the coordination of the requests between the 
applicants does not lead to a satisfactory result, Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency decides on the priority 
order in each individual case on the grounds laid down in the 
Railway Act. Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency shall 
decide on an individual priority order no later than ten days 
after coordination has ended. 
Confirmation of the Capacity 
Allocation Proposal 
Based on the capacity allocation proposal and the comments 
presented by the parties involved, Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency shall decide on the allocation of rail 
capacity on a fair and non-discriminatory basis. In deciding, 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency shall pay particular 
attention to the needs of passenger and freight traffic and 
infrastructure maintenance, as well as to efficient use of the 
rail network. The priority order determined for spccialiscd 
and congested infrastructure shall also he taken into account, 
unless otherwise provided in this chapter. 
Allocating Ad Hoc Rail Capacity 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency allocates the 
requested ad hoc capacity if there is sufficient capacity for 
the use specified in the request. Unless otherwise provided 
in the Railway Act, the ad hoc capacity is allocated on a first- 
come first-served basis. 
4.4.2 Dispute Resolution 
Railway undertakings may appeal against a capacity allocation 
decision by Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency by 
filing a claim for rectification with the Finnish Transport 
Safety Agency's Regulatory Body. For further information, 
see 1.4.3. 
4.4.3 Congested Infrastructure 
The guidelines of transport policy 
for the priority order 
The main guidelines of the Finnish transport policy are 
presented in the Government transport policy report to 
Parliament on 27 March 2008. The main challenge of the 
transport policy is preventing climate change. The climate 
targets set for transport arc promoted by supporting public 
transport and solutions for pro-environmental passenger and 
freight traffic. Another main target is to promote logistical 
competence in Finland by creating conditions for smooth and 
cost-efficient transport. 
Rail traffic is an energy efficient and pro-environmental 
way of transporting large numbers of passengers. An 
efficient traffic system based on railway traffic promotes 
the integration of urban community structure and Finland's 
regional structure. The popularity of railway traffic can 
be guaranteed by providing passengers with fast, regular, 
punctual train connections with the help of a traffic system 
based on regular timetables. Such system can only work on 
congested tracks, if fast passenger and long-distance trains 
receive priority over other traffic. In local traffic local 
commuter should have priority over those, which stop more 
often. The smooth operation of fast trains is also important 
in the international Eastern traffic, which offers considerable 
growth potential in passenger traffic. For climate reasons, it 
is important that most of this growth potential is directed 
towards pro-environmental railway traffic instead of its 
competitors, air and road traffic. 

4.5 	Allocation of Capacity  " addition to thc aforcmcntioncd, the person or group 
for Maintenance, Renewal applying for the working break must contact the Finnish 
and Enhancements Transport Infrastructure Agency's traffic planner separately 
for each request and agree on the working break and its details 
The rail network may also he used for transferring track in accordance with the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
machines from bases to worksites, between worksites, and Agency's working break decision no later than two months 
for maintenance purposes. Certain tracks are mainly used for before the work is scheduled to start. 
maintenance purposes. A list of these tracks can be requested 
from Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's Railway The party performing the work must have permission 
Department Rail Data Unit. Under the Railway Act, a safety for track work, and if necessary, a voltage cut-off prior to 
certificate granted by the Finnish Transport Safety Agency starting the work in the agreed work breaks. 
is required for traffic operation, if it is by train or shunting, 
outside the area reserved for track maintenance. The safety 4.6 	Non-usage Rules 
certificate is granted upon application for a maximum of 
five years at a time. The requirements for obtaining a safety Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency has the right to 
certificate are that the traffic operator engaged in track cancel the capacity allocated to an applicant, or a part of it, 
maintenance has sufficient liability insurance and an adequate if the applicant has used this capacity over a period of not 
risk management system, its stock has been approved by 	I less than 30 days less than required by the threshold quota 
the Finnish Transport Safety Agency and that the persons specified below. In Finland, the threshold quota for the 
conducting the traffic operation are competent to do 	 . minimum use of capacity is 80  o,/o,  except on the line sections 
Moreover, track machine movements shall he agreed upon 	I Helsinki—Kerava, 	Helsinki—Vantaankoski 	and 	Helsinki— 
separately with Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency.  Leppävaara,  where the threshold quota for the minimum use 
The TURO system contains detailed instructions on the 	I is 95 %. 
maintenance machinery used on the track as well as on the 	I 
persons and undertakings charged with traffic safety duties. Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency may not, 
however, cancel the capacity if the failure to use it is due to 
Track works which will probably he carried out during 	I non-economic reasons beyond the applicant or the railway 
the timetable period 2011 and which arc likely to have an operator's control. Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
impact on train traffic are indicated in Appendix 11. The 	I always cancels the capacity for such a period during which 
working programme, timing of tasks, and the breaks required  tbc  railway undertaking does not have a safety certificate for 
for the work will change as the funding and plans become operating rail services. 
more focused. Once the Network Statement is published, 	I 
Finnish 	Transport 	Infrastructure 	Agency 	will 	maintain 4.7 	Exceptional Transport and 
up-to-date information on the working programme for the 	I Dangerous Goods 
upcoming timetable period, and regularly inform the rail 	I 
capacity applicants about the programme. Finnish Transport 	I For information on tbc transport of dangerous goods, see 
Infrastructure Agency will decide separately on all railway 	I point 	3.4.3, 	Dangerous 	Goods. 	Regulations concerning 
work and breaks required for their completion. The decision 	I railway traffic and rolling stock arc available on the Internet 
will be made prior to the upcoming timetable period that is in pages of the Finlex Data Bank and other instructions on 
December 2010 for the timetable period 2011. 	 ! the Finnish Transport Safety Agency and Finnish Transport 
I Infrastructure Agency website. 
Any required maintenance breaks or changes to an 	I 
earlier decision, arising after the decision has been made, can All special permits arc granted by the Finnish Transport 
be discussed separately, if necessary. The basic rule is that 	I Infrastructure Agency. Guidelines on special permits can he 
breaks requiring traffic arrangements are no longer arranged 	I found on the agency's website. 
at this stage, but instead the work requested after the decision 	i 
will be carried out according to (or in between) the traffic. 	I 
I 
4.8 	Special Measures to be taken 
in the Event of Disturbance 
4.8.1 	Principles 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency has the right to 
cancel the capacity completely or partially on a train path 
provisionally out of service due to a technical failure in the 
railway network, an accident or other incident. 
In such case, Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
offers the operator alternative train paths, as far as possible. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency is, however, not 
obliged to compensate for damage that may he caused to the 
operator, unless otherwise is agreed upon with the operator 
in conformity with the Railway Act. 
4.8.2 Operational Regulation 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency determines the 
rules on the management of disturbances between railway 
undertakings. The Traffic Management Centre of the 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency resolves instances 
of disruption and provides guidelines on the correct action to 
take in such situations. Railway undertakings have the right 
to present their own proposals for instructions how to handle 
disturbances connected with their own trains. The liability 
for harm and damages caused by disturbances shall be agreed 
with Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. 
4.8.3 Foreseen Problems 
In cases of disruption the guidelines issued by the Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency's Traffic Management 
Centre shall apply. 
4.8.4 Unforeseen Problems 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure 	Agency, 	railway 
undertakings and railway maintenance undertakings shall 
he prepared for railway accidents in their fields of activity. 
The principle is that railway undertakings and railway track 
contractors shall he prepared to clear their own vehicles 
and the transported freight off the track, as weli as remedy 
the damage caused to the environment within a reasonable 
time after the accident. Each undertaking shall draw up 
an emergency preparedness plan, which Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency shall approve. The preparedness 
measures included in the plan shall he taken before traffic 
operating is started. The undertakings themselves bear 
the costs caused by the creation and maintenance of the 
emergency preparedness system. Liability in cases of accident 
is determined in line with the Act on liability in rail traffic 
and the Tort Liability Act. 
The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency is 
prepared to restore the track quickly to operable condition 
and within a reasonable time to the condition it had before 
the accident. Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency agrees 
thereupon when making the rail network maintenance 
agreements. 
The Ministry of Transport and Communications 
provides guidelines for and supervises the preparedness of the 




The legal framework of capacity allocation is described in the 
Railway Act (555/2006) 
The Council of State is currently drafting its decree 
on the services offered to the rail traffic operators. Services 
concerning the usability of the rail network are described 
in Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating Point Register) of 
the Network Statement. These services may be supplied by 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency or other parties. 
5.2 Services Offered by Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency offers rail traffic 
operators on the state-owned rail network the right against 
payment to utilise the train paths in accordance with the 
capacity granted to it by Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency, marshalling yards, storage sidings, loading 
tracks and other tracks and passenger platforms. Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency also offers train traffic 
control passenger information and public address systems 
at the railway stations specified in the Network Statement 
(Appendix 12). 
Traffic control in connection with shunting is a 
chargeable service. It is not included in the infrastructure 
charge. 
Use of capacity includes the right of the traffic operator 
to use of Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency's electricity 
supply network for traffic on the electrified line sections 
specified in the Network Statement. Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency does not, however, provide the 
electricity hut the traffic operator shall conclude an agreement 
with a service provider. Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency also does not provide refuelling facilities. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency can offer 
services on a commercial basis for the use of railway operators. 
The additional services could comprise, for example, the 
use of buildings and land areas owned by Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency. 
The use of services provided by Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency is agreed upon between the parties in 
the access contract or in a separate lease agreement.  
5.3 	Services Offered by Others 
Railway undertakings are obliged to supply certain services 
and track access to services facilities for the use of railway 
operators if only one undertaking provides these services and 
it is not possible to otherwise arrange them. The availability 
of services shall be negotiated and an agreement shall be 
concluded with the service provider. The service provider 
has the right to charge a payment for its services. The 
payment shall be equitable for all railway undertakings and 
reasonable with respect to the costs incurred from providing 
the service. 
Services supplied by others may include, for example: 
 •  use of electrical supply equipment  
• use of refuelling equipment  
• use of passenger stations  
• use of freight terminals 
• use of train formation yards 
• use of train formation equipment 
• use of depot sidings  
• premises and equipment needed for the servicing and 
maintenance of rolling stock  
• use of other technical devices (e.g. sand distributors, 
water and electrical connections for rolling stock, 
radiation measurement devices, tank wagon filling 
gauges, wagon scales, and brake testing equipment), and 
 •  training services for those involved in traffic safety tasks 
 •  training services for those involved in traffic safety tasks.  
6 Charges 
6.1 	Charging Principles and 
Services Included in the 
Infrastructure Charge 
The legal framework of the basic infrastructure charge 
is described in the Railway Act (555/2006), Railway 
Infrastructure Tax (605/2003) and the Ministry of Transport 
and Communications Decree on the basic infrastructure 
charge (756/2006). 
The basic infrastructure charge covers the minimum 
access package (the minimum access package is described 
under 5.2.), including track access to service facilities on the 
state-owned rail network. 
6.2 	Infrastructure Charge System 
The infrastructure charge system will be changed. The basic 
principle remains that Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency shall collect a basic infrastructure charge from 
railway operators on a fair and non-discriminatory basis  fbr 
 the minimum access package and track access to service 
facilities, calculated on the actual level of use. The basic 
infrastructure charge shall always be based on the costs 
directly caused by the operation of railway traffic. The 
infrastructure tax consists of a charge for external costs and 
a supplementary charge in accordance with the Capacity and 
Infrastructure Charge Directive. In the charge for external 
costs, the environmental effects caused by the operation of 
rail traffic can he taken into account. The supplementary 
charge can be collected for covering the full amount of the 
costs caused by the usc of the infrastructure. Furthermore, 
investment tax will be collected for the Kerava—Lahti line 
section until 31 August 2021 in order to cover the long-term 
expenses of the investment. 
6.3 	Tariffs 
The infrastructure charge consists of the charges mentioned 
in Table 2. 
Table 2. Infrastructure charge. 
Basic Freight traffic 0.1350 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
charge 	- Passenger traffic 0.1308 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
Infrastructure Freight traffic 
tax - electric 0.05 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
- diesel 0.1 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
Passenger traffic 0.01 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
Investment tax Freight traffic 0.5 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
(for line section Passenger traffic 0.5 cent! gross tonne-kilometre  
Kerava—Lahti) 
	
6.4 	Performance scheme 
In order to promote the effective use of the rail network 
and improve the timeliness of rail services and to minimise 
operational disruptions to the rail network caused by rail 
traffic and track maintenance, rail traffic operators and the 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency are encouraged to 
limit disruptions arising from their activities and increase the 
effective use of the rail network h means of performance 
incentive schemes. 
A rail operator shall compensate the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency if the operation of the rail operator 
essentially differs from the rail capacity allocated to it for a 
reason due to the operator, and such a deviation impedes the 
functioning of the railway system. The Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency shall compensate a rail operator if, for 
reasons due to the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency, 
the availability of the rail network essentially differs from the 
rail capacity allocated to the operator, and such a deviation 
impedes the functioning of the railway system. 
6.5 	Changes to Charges 
Infrastructure charge system is about to change. The 
principles of the valid infrastructure charge system and the 
amount of infrastructure charge are published on Finnish 
Transport Infrastructure Agency website. 
6.6 	Billing Arrangements 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency invoices the 
infrastructure charge each calendar month based on the 
realised performances of the previous month. For invoicing, 
railway operators shall provide the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency contact person with information each 
month on the rail services operated by them. 
At the time of the publication of this Network Statement, 
detailed instructions for the payment of the infrastructure 
charge and the address details of the Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency's department where the rail operator 
is duc to notify traffic volumes were not yet available. The 
information will he posted on the agency's website. 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency does not 
require any guarantee for the payment of infrastructure 
charges. The infrastructure charge and other charges 
connected with it are, however, subject to distrait without 
sentence or decision.  
Index 
Access requirements . 	13-17 
Access contract ............................. I 3-14, 16 
Accidents 	................................... 23, 32 
Ad hoc request 	.................................. 29 
Allocation process 	............................. 27-32 
Axle 	loads................................ 22 , 99107 
Border stations 	............................... 18, 88 
Capacity allocation proposal 	......................... 29 
Congested capacity 	............................ 29-3l 
Dangerous goods 	............................. 24, 31 
Draft working timetable............................ 29 
Environmental restrictions .......................... 24 
Electrification ....................... 22, 24-25, 98, 107 
Event of disturbance 	.............................. 32 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency 	........ 7-10, 13-17, 23, 29 
Framework agreement ............................. 16 
Gradient....................................... 22 
Infrastructure ................................ 18 -26 
Infrastructure capabilities........................... 22 
Infrastructure charge ........................... 3334 
Infrastructure development 	......................... 26 
Infrastructure tax 	................................ 34 
Metre loads 	.................................... 22 
Ministry of Transport and Communications ....... 8, 14, 24, 32 
Museum train traffic 	...................... 12 	14, 17, 28 
Operating licence 	................................ 14 
os activities 	................................. 8, 	11 
Priority order for rail capacity..................... 29-31 
RAILI 	.................................... 23 , 125 
RailNetEurope 	............................... 10-11 
Regulatory body 	............................... 7, 29 
Requesting rail capacity 	....................... 15, 27-28 
Safety certificate 	.............................. 15, 17 
Services 	.................................... 25, 33 
Signalling systems 	......................... 22, 108-112 
Specialised infrastructure ........................... 24 
Speed ...........................22, 100-106, 1131l5 
TEN (Trans-European) Network...................... 21 
Timetable period 	............................ 3, 8, 28 
Track gauge..................................... 18 
Track works 	........................... 8,31, 116-118 
Traffic control ........................ 12, 16,22-23,25 
Traffic operating points 	.................... 18, 20, 37-88 
Traffic restrictions ...................... 24-25, 113-115 
Traffic safety communication 	........................ 23 
Train 	paths 	................................... 11, 	18 





On 	 "yes" 
,, 	,, no 
AC2 	 electrification voltage 25 kV / 50 Hz 
ATP Automatic train protection 
Chart columns:  
• Traffic operating points (Node of the network) 
indicates all traffic operating points where the route of the 
train can be changed.  
• Length of line is the distance between traffic operating 
points (Nodes of the network). 
• Max gradient is the maximum gradient measured in a 
distance of 1,200 m.  
• Electrification system indicates that the section of line 
is electrified. 
• Section blocking or radio-controlled section 
indicates that an automatic safety device system is in use in 
order to protect the railway traffic.  
• ATP indicates that the section of line is equipped with 
pan-European safety device system and GSM-R radio 
network. 
• ERTMS indicates that the section of line is equipped 
with pan-European safety device system and GSM-R 
radio network.  
• ATP coding for tilting trains indicates the sections on 
which ATP allows higher speeds for tilting trains.  
• Radio system indicates that the digital (GSM-R) 
communication equipment is in use between the driver 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rail Traffic Operating 
Point Register 
Legend 
()  in columns 	 platform not maintained 
regarding platforms 	 by Finnish Transport 
Infrastructure Agency 
K 	 yes 
Y private 
K in columns regarding 	remote control 
traffic control 
M in columns regarding 	manual 
traffic control 
Chart Columns:  
. Name refers the official name of the station and is used 
in traffic safety work.  
• Another name is the name of a traffic operating point 
in Finland's second official language. Another name is 
usually a Swedish name and only in  Sköldvik is the Finnish 
name Kilpilahti used as another name, contrary to what 
the present language situation in the municipality would 
imply. 
• Km Hki describes the distance of a traffic operating 
point to the old station hall of Helsinki (already torn 
down), measured by a track kilometre system. According 
to the system, the location of all elements on tracks is 
fixed to landmarks. 
• Municipality refers to the municipality in which the 
traffic operating point is located.  
• Traffic control describes whether the traffic operating 
point has the technical equipment to control the train 
traffic manually or remote. It does not mean that traffic 
control services are regularly provided.  
• Private sidings indicates that the traffic operating point 
has at least one connection to a e siding, owned or 
managed by a private owner (includes everyone except the 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency). 
• Shunting indicates that the form of the tracks at a traffic 
operating point is such that it is possible to move at least 
a locomotive to the other end of a line of rolling stock 
without having to go through the main line of the traffic 
operating point.  
• Minimum and maximum platform length indicates 
the minimum and maximum length of platforms used by 
passenger trains at the traffic operating point. A passenger 
train should not be longer than the platform at which it 
stops. If the platform length is in brackets  ( ),  the platform 
is not maintained by the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency and services are operated at the responsibility of 
the railway undertaking.  
• Platform height indicates the nominal height of 
platforms used by passenger trains, calculated from the 
surface of the rail. 
• Design train length indicates the longest track of 
a traffic operating point, other than the main line going 
through it. The length is measured in such a way that it is 
usable in both directions.  
. Power supply indicates at which traffic operating point 
it is possible to get 400 V or 1500 V electric current 
mainly for rolling stock or track machinery power 
supply purposes. 
. Side loading platform indicates at which traffic 
operating point it is possible to load freight cars from the 
side, and shows the maximum platform length at tbc 
 traffic operating point. 
. End loading platform indicates at which traffic 
operating point it is possible load freight rolling stock 
from the end of the platform (combined transports). 
.  Loading site indicates at which traffic operating point 
it is possible to load freight rolling stock at rail level. 
A typical example is loading of raw timber from a vehicle 
or an intermediate depot at a rail yard onto flatcars. 
D Crane indicates at which traffic operating point it 
is possible to usc a crane to load wagons, and states the 
maximum capacity of the crane. This service is no 
provided by the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. 
U Fuel indicates at which traffic operating point there is 
a fuel distribution point. This service is not provided by 
the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency. 
U 
 The Passenger traffic column shows the operating 
points where passenger traffic can he operated. 
• The Freight transport column shows the operating 
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Movements in Tornio- 
Haaparanta Area 
Introduction 
Appendix 3 is obsolete. It is based on an agreement between 
Finnish Rail Administration and  Banverket which had not yet 
been renewed when the Network Statement went into print. 
Appendix 3 will be updated in its entirety on the Network 
Statement website. 
At the national border the area between signals HP 
6/3 and T 832 is called as a "Common zone", which is jointly 
reserved by the Swedish and Finnish traffic control operators. 
In principle, only one train movement is allowed at 
a time within the common zone, with the exception of 
irregular situations, such as engine failure or accident. 
These regulations have been made in co-operation 
between Banverket's North Swedish area and the Finnish Rail 
Administration. 
Scope 
The regulations are applicable to cross-border movements 
between Tornio and Haaparanta, and within the common 
zone. 
Reference Documents  
• TRI (BVF 900.3) 	(Safety Regulation / 
Traffic Safety Instructions)  
• JT 	 (Train Safety Regulation) 
Definitions  
• Common zone 
The area to be jointly reserved by the Swedish and Finnish 
traffic control operators and limited on the Swedish side 
by the 6/3 intermediate signal and on the Finnish side by 
the T 832 ground signal.  
• Cross-border movement 
Movements entirely or partly operated within the 
common zone.  
• Movement 
Refers to railway work and shunting. 
a Permission 
Refers to permission to allow movement to begin. 
 •  Swedish movement 
Shunting or railway work started in Sweden.  
• Finnish movement 
Shunting or railway work started in Finland. 
General 
The regulations are drafted in Swedish and Finnish with an 
identical content. 
No movement is allowed within the common zone 
without the Swedish and Finnish traffic control operators 
having reserved the relevant section of line. 
More than one movement is allowed in the common 
zone only in irregular situations, such as engine failure or 
accident. In such cases, the work of several movements shall 
be agreed at the time. 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio -Haaparanta Area 
Tornio-Haaparanta I Railway Work within 




= 	The Finnish staff shall be in contact with the Finnish traffic 
Movements are operated as specified in the Finnish Jt, control operators transmitting possible messages to and from 
as "shunting" operations, and as specified in the Swedish the Swedish traffic control operators. 
TRI (BVF 900.3), as "shunting" or "small-wagon shunting" 
operations. The Swedish staff shall be in contact with the Swedish 
traffic control operators transmitting possible messages to 
Messages and message transmission and from the Finnish traffic control operators. 
The Finnish staff shall be in contact with the Finnish traffic Swedish staff 
control operators, who will deliver message to the Swedish 
traffic control operators. The permission of the Haaparanta traffic control operators is 
required for work carried out by the Swedish staff within the 
The Swedish staff shall be in contact with the Swedish common zone. 
traffic control operators, who will deliver the message to the 
Finnish traffic control operators. Prior to the granting permission, the Haaparanta and 
Tornio traffic control operators shall reserve the common 
Haaparanta--Tornio 
Prior to the commencement of a Swedish cross-border The 	Haaparanta traffic 	control 	operators 	shall be 
shunting operation HaaparantaTornio direction, permission notified of the completion of the work. 
by the traffic control operators in Haaparanta is required. 
Finnish staff 
Prior to the commencement of a Finnish cross-border 
shunting operation Haaparanta—Tornio direction, permission The permission of the Tornio traffic control operators is 
by the traffic control operators in Tornio is required. required for work carried out by the Finnish staff within the 
common zone. 
The traffic control unit that granted a permission shall 
be notified of the completion of the movement. 	 I Prior to granting permission, the Tornio and Haaparanta traffic control operators shall reserve common zone. 
Tornio-Haaparanta 
The Tornio traffic control operators shall be notified of 
Prior to the commencement of a Finnish cross-border the completion of the work. 
shunting operation Tornio—Haaparanta direction, permission 
by the traffic control operators in Tornio is required. 
Prior to the commencement of a Swedish cross-border 
shunting operation Tornio—Haaparanta direction, permission 
by the traffic control operators in Haaparanta is required. 
The traffic control unit that granted permission shall he 
notified of the completion of the movement. 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Safety Calls and 
Documentation 
Safety calls 
The safety calls between the Swedish and Finnish traffic 
control operators shall he conducted either in Swedish or in 
Finnish. 
There is a word list with translations in Appendix 5, 
while Appendix 6 includes examples of phrases to be used. 
The safety calls shall be repeated. 
Train Log 
A train log shall be used according to the instructions and 
regulations of the traffic control. 
Reservation of 
Common Zone 
The reservation of the common zone shall be operated jointly 
by the Swedish and Finnish traffic control operators. 
The clearance of the occupancy of the common zone 




The maximum permitted speeds are specified in the speed 
signs, which are described in Appendix 2. 
Accidents 
Any accident or risk of accident shall be reported to traffic 
control operators. 
Manual Signalling 
The Swedish shunting staff shall implement manual signalling 
as specified in BVF 900.3, irrespective of whether the activity 
takes place on the Swedish or Finnish side of the border. 
The Finnish shunting staff shall implement manual 
signalling as specified in Jt, irrespective of whether the 
activity takes place on the Finnish or Swedish side of the 
border. 
A "stop" signal shall always be followed, irrespective 
of whether it is operated in conformity with the Swedish or 
Finnish regulations.  
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Appendix I 
Signals and Signal Aspects 
The signals are applicable in conformity with the regulations of the country' concerned.  
Haaparanta-Tornio direction 
From Finnish tracks, intermediate signal (main ground signal) 1/6 km 1310.845.  
il 
Stop" 	 'Proceed" 	 'Proceed - check clearance" 
From Swedish tracks, intermediate signal 5/6 km 1310.697 
II 
"Proceed - check turnouts 
and clearance"  
"Stop" 	 "Proceed - 
check turnouts and 
clearance" 




Common track, Tornio T 832, km 886.8 
.1 
I 	 .  
"Stop" 	 "Proceed with caution" 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Tornio-Haaparanta direction 
No optical signals arc used in Tornio for movements towards Sweden. 
Intermediate signal 6/3, km 1311.012 
"Stop' 	 "Proceed - check 
turnouts and clearance" 
Appendix 2 
Speed Signs 
In conformity with Jt 
Maximum permitted speed 
(the example displaying max. 30 km/h) 
In conformity with BVF 900.3 
Maximum permitted speed 
(the example displaying max. 30 km/h) 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Appendix 3 
"Stop" Signalling 
In conformity with BYE 900.3 
I 
Read: Stop 
In conformity with Jt 
 
Read: Stop 
Read: Danger (emergency stop) 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Appendix 4 
Drawing of Haaparanta-Tornio Area  
Ruotsi 
	 Yhteinen alue 	 Suomi 
Sverige Finland 
Ruotsalainen raide Suonnen rade  
Finsk spår 	 ___________  / Svensk  sPår 
Ruotsalainen raide 	N 	 #:- 	
/  Suomalainen raide  
Svensk spår 	
I 	/ 	
. 	 \Finsk spår 












 Station  
Fara 
Stoppsignal 





















Reserved / Occupied 






Passing of signal 
Signal / Signal aspect 
Repeat 
Correctly read 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Appendix 6 
Example Phrases 
Zone reservation request for shunting work 
Swe: 	Tågklareraren , rescrverad zon Haparanda-Torncå, växling.  
Fin: 	Liikenteenohjaus , varaus Haaparanta -Tornio välille, vaihtotyö. 
Eng: 	Traffic control , reservation Haapanranta-Tornio, shunting. 
Zone reservation request for railway work 
Swe: 	Tågklarcraren , reserverad zon Haparanda- Torneå, arbete.  
Fin: 	Liikentecnohjaus , varaus välille Haaparanta -Tornio, työ. 
Eng: 	Traffic control , reservation Haaparanta-Tornio, work. 
Clearence of occupied zone 
Swe: 	Tågklareraren , upphävande reserverad zon 	- 
Fin: 	Liikenteenohjaus , varauksen peruuttaminen välille - 
Eng: 	Traffic control , clearance of occupied zone - 
Request for reservation in dangerous situation 
Swe: 	Tågklarcraren , Fara Haparanda-Torneå.  
Fin: 	Liikenteenohjaus , vaara Haaparanta-Tornio. 
Eng: 	Traffic control , danger Haaparanta- Tornio. 
Permission to pass stop signal aspect, Haaparanta 
Swe: 	Tågklareraren Haparanda, medgivande att passera  signal (ett-sex) och/eller (åtta-tre) och/eller (sex-åtta). 
Fin: 	Liikenteenohjaus Haaparanta,  lupa ohittaa opastin (yksi-kuusi) ja/tai (kandeksan-kolme) ja/tai (kuusi-kandeksan).  
Eng: 	Traffic control Haaparanta, permission to pass signal (one-six) and/or (eight/three) and/or (six-eight). 
Permission to pass stop signal aspect, Tornio 
Swe: 	Tågklareraren Torneå, växling, medgivande att passera  signal (T åtta-tre-två). 
Fin: 	Liikenteenohjaus Tornio, vaihtotyö, lupa ohittaa opastin (T kandeksan-kolme-kaksi).  
Eng: 	Traffic control Tornio, shunting, permission to pass signal (T eight-three-two). 
Correctly read 
Swe: 	Rätt uppfattat. 
Fin: 	Oikein ymmärretty. 





APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Appendix 4 
Loading Gauge 
The loading gauge (KU) refers to the space inside which the 
load on an open wagon shall remain, when the wagon is in the 
centre position on a straight, even track. 
KU 
Figure 1. Principal dimensions of the loading gauge. 
Use of the Loading Gauge 
The loading gauge is valid on the whole rail network with the 
exceptions mentioned below. 
The loading gauge may be used for wagons in which the 
wheelbase or the distance between bogie centres is max. 17.5 
m and the length of the loading area of the wagon outside the 
wheelbase or the distance between hogic centres max. 0.2 
times the length of the wheelbase or the distance between 
bogie centres. In other eases, loading shall be examined 
separately. 
If there is a risk that the load may be displaced laterally 
outside the loading gauge during transportation, the width of 
the load shall be reduced correspondingly. If the displacement 
of the load may increase the height of some parts of the load so 
that they extend outside the loading gauge, the height of the 
load shall be reduced correspondingly. 
If the load extends below the floor level of the wagon, 
the regulations concerning the vehicle gauge (LKU) arc 
applied or the load is carried as a special transport. 
Loading Gauge Restrictions 
The bridges on the line section Helsinki Central Railway 
Station (passenger railway yard) -Pasila (passenger railway 
yard)-Ilmala (depot) restrict the loading gauge. The loading 
gauge valid on these bridges is marked with dashed line 
)  on the loading gauge drawing (Figure 1). 
On several industrial and other sidings, there are 
loading gauge restrictions, which shall be taken into account 
in local traffic operating. 
Transports Exceeding 
the Loading Gauge 
I Lorries, lorry trailers and containers exceeding the loading 
gauge may be transported on separately specified line 
sections on the conditions laid down in the transport permit. 
I Transports exceeding the loading gauge can he transported 
I: on the sections of line mentioned in the network description, 
I according to the conditions based on the Finnish Transport 
Safety Agency's regulations. 
Other transports exceeding the loading gauge are 
I transported as special transports. 
APPENDIX 4 Loading Gauge 
Appendix 5 
Structure Gauge 
The form and dimensions of the structure gauge (ATU) on a 
straight track, on open line and in the railway yard are shown 
in Figure 1. The space required for the mounting of the 
catenary structure and for the passage of the pantograph on 
electrified lines is marked by the broken line D-E-F-G-H-L. 
The widths of the structure gauge in curves, restrictions and 
more detailed instructions are presented in the Ratatekniset 
 ohjeet (RATO)  publication, part 2 "Radan geometria" (Track
geometry). 
Effective Passing Clearance 
The structure gauge is used as a guideline for building and 
mounting new structures and installations in the vicinity 
of the track. The structure gauge or the deviations from 
it constitute the so-called effective available structure 
gauge, i.e. the passing clearance, for special consignments. 
Information on the passing clearance is collected for each line 
section and continuously updated by the track maintainers. 
Figure 1. Principal dimensions of the structure gauge. 
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1920 	 U 	I H 	B 	
1745 	_____ 
1800 
______ 	 o 
height of the_j 	 - 	
00 jc 	- 
rail head 1420 	
ooHo o 	I 	 762 	762 	
U) U) 
(N CC U) I 
I 2700 
-f-- i_._._._.__._._._. ------.-.-------. 
— Dividing line for main line gauge 
- - - - 	Dividing line for sidings gauge 
reserved for fences, Shunting signals and ballast of the adjacent track 
dividing line for the gauge of masts, etc. 
only components of switches, signalling systems 
and level crossings are allowed over the dividing line 
— - - components not belonging to the track, such as foundations, 
ropes, pipes, cables etc. Are not allowed over the dividing line 	u+b 
=75 mm groove in level crossings, etc. 	 z 
u 	=41 mm the narrowest groove in crossings and check rails 	
762 
b = widening of flange groove in curves 
k  = 50 mm, when vertical radius S> 1000  ni 
k = 0 mm, when vertical radius S = 500 m 
FLANGE GROOVE k increases linearily 0... 50 mm 
when vertical radius increases 500 ... 1000 m 
1/ / 4 Electrified tracks and tracks which will be electrified 
APPENDIX 5 Structure Gauge  
Superstructure 
Sleepers 	 Ballast 
wooden gravel or equivalent 
wooden gravel or equivalent 
wooden, concrete railway ballast 
wooden, concrete before 1987 	railway ballast 
concrete 1987 and after railway ballast 




EN Categories and 
Permitted Speeds for 
Different Axle Loads 
Division of Lines into Line Categories 
The lines are divided into line categories according to the 
superstructure as follows: 
Table 1. Division of lines into categories. 
Category 	______ _______ 	- 	 - 
Finnish Transport  SFS-EN Rails 
- Infrastructure Agency 15528 - 
A C4 K30, K33 
B 1 04 K43, 54 El, K60, 60 El 
B2 D4 K43, K60 
C D41E4 54E1 
C2 04/E4 54E1 
O D4/E4 60E1 
The border of the line category is marked in the middle 
of the station building in the traffic operating point, unless 
another point is indicated by the kilometre marking. 
The line categories for sections of lines arc also 
presented in Figure 1. 
Responsibility of the Track Maintainer 
Track maintainer has the right to issue, at their discretion, 
regulations restricting the permitted axle  Ioa(l and speed 
depending on the condition of the track superstructure. 
APPENDIX 6 Superstructure Categories, EN Categories 
and Permitted Speeds for Different Axle Loads  
Table 2. Superstructure Categories and EN Categories of the main lines and permitted speeds for different axle loads. 
Section of line 	 Category 	 Passenger trains 	 Freight trains 




Helsinki päärautatieasema-Pasjla asema C 1 D4 80 80 80 80 80 - 
Pasila asema-Tikkurila läntisin raide U E4 160 160 120 120 100 100 
Pasila asema-Tikkurila läntinen keskiraide D E4 160 160 120 120 100 100 
Pasila asema-Tikkurilan itäinen keskiraide D E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Pasila asema-Tikkurilan itäisin raide D E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Tikkurila-Kerava asema läntisin raide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Tikkurila-Kerava asema läntinen keskiraide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Tikkurila-Kerava asema itäinen keskiraide D E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Tikkurila-Kerava asema itäisin raide D E4 120 120 120 120 100 I 	100 
Kerava asema-Kytömaa läntisin raide 0 E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Kerava asema-Kytömaa läntinen keskiraide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Kerava asema-Kytömaa itäinen keskiraide 0 E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Kerava asema-Kytömaa itäisin raide  D E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Kytömaa-Kyrölä  D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Kyrölä-Purola läntinen raide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Kyrölä-Purola keskiraide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Kyrölä-Purola itäinen raide 0 E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Purola-Riihimäki asema  D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Riihimäki-Tampere 
Riihimäki asema-Sääksjärvi D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Sääksjärvi-Tampere tavara läntinen raide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Sääksjärvi -Tampere tavara keskiraide D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Sääksjärvi -Tampere tavara itäinen raide U E4 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Tampere tavara-Tampere asema D E4 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Kerava -Sköldvik 
Kytömaa-Sköldvik 0 D4 80 80 80 80 80 - 
011i-Porvoo A C4 353 50 353 20 - - 
Kerava-Vuosaari 
Kerava asema-Vuosaari  D D4 - - 80 80 80 80 
Helsinki-Turku satama 
Helsinki päärautatieasema -Leppävaara D D4 120 120 120 120 100 - 
Leppävaara-Kirkkonummi C2 D4 120 120 120 120 100 - 
Kirkkonummi-Karjaa C 1 D4 160 180 120 120 100 - 
Karjaa-Pohjankuru D D4 160 200 120 120 100 - 
Pohjankuru -km 103,6 C 1 D4 160 180 120 120 100 - 
km 103,6-km 116,0 C2 D4 160 200 120 120 100 - 
kmll6,0-kml2l,3 D D4 160 200 120 120 100 - 
kml2l,3-km158,0 C2 04 160 200 120 120 100 - 
km 158,0-Turku päärautatieasema  C 1 D4 160 180 120 120 100 - 
Turku päärautatieasema -Turku satama C 1 D4 40 40 40 40 40 - 
Huopalahti-Vantaankoski  C 1 D4 120 120 120 120 100 - 
Turku-Uusikaupunki 
Turku päärautatieasema -Raisio (km 2074) C 1 D4 60 60 60 60 60 - 
Raisio (km 207,4)-Uusikaupunki  B 1 D4 60 60 60 60 50 - 
Raisio-Naantali B 1 D4 50 50 50 50 50 - 
U usikaupunki-Ha ngo nsaa ri 
Uusikaupunki -km 269,0 C 1 D4 - - 302 302 302 - 
km 269,0-km 269,7 B 1 04 - - 302 302 302 - 
km 269,7-Hangonsaari  C 1 D4 - - 302 302 302 - 
Hyvinkää-Karjaa 
Hyvinkää-km 133,1 C 1 D4 80 80 80 80 80 - 
km 133,1 -Kirkniemi D 04 80 80 80 80 80 - 
Kirkniemi -km 152,2 D E4 80 80 80 80 80 80 
km 152,2-Karjaa C E4 80 80 80 80 80 60 
APPENDIX 6 Superstructure Categories, EN Categories 
and Permitted Speeds for Different Axle Loads  
Section of line Category Passenger trains Freight trains 
Finnish SFS -EN locomotive motor 16t 20t 22 5t 25t 
Transport 15528 hauled cars 
Infrastructure 
Agency 
Lohja -Lohjanjärvi B 1 04 - - 352 352 352 - 
Karjaa-Hanko 
Karjaa-km 205,7 D E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
km 205,7-Hanko-Pohjoinen  C 1 E4 60 60 60 60 60 60 
Hanko-Pohjoinen-Hanko asema  B D4 35 35 35 35 35 35 
Toijala-Turku 
Toijala-km 256,7 D D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 256,7-km 268,5 0 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 268,5-km 269,3 0 D4 120 120 120 120 100 - 
km 269,3-km 274,1 0 04 100 100 100 100 100 - 
km 274,1-Turku päärautatieasema D D4 80 80 80 80 80 - 
Toijala-Valkeakoski  C 1 D4 50 50 50 50 50 - 
Lielahti-Kokemäki C 1 E4 140 140 120 120 100 60 
Kokemäki-Pori 
Kokemäki-Harjavalta  D E4 140 140 120 120 100 100 
Harjavalta-Pori D E4 140 140 120 120 100 100 
Pori-Mäntyluoto C 1 E4 70 70 70 70 70 50 
Mäntyluoto-Tahkoluoto  B 2 04 50 50 50 50 50 - 
Pori-Ruosniemi  B 1 04 - - 202 202 202 - 
Kokemäki-Rauma  0 E4 100 100 100 100 100 80 
Tampere-Seinäjoki 
Tampere asema-Lielahti  D E4 120 120 120 120 100 100 
Lielahti -Seinäjoki asema  0 04 200 200 120 120 100 - 
Niinisalo-Parkano-Kihniö 
Niinisalo-Parkano  A C4 30 30 30 30 - - 
Parkano-Kihniö A C4 30 30 30 30 - - 
Tampere-Jyväskylä  
Tampere Järvensivu -Orivesi C 2 E4 140 140 120 120 100 100 
Orivesi-km287,4  0 E4 120 140 120 120 100 80 
km 287,4-km 308,2 D 04 160 160 120 120 100 - 
km 308,2-Jyväskylä C 1 04 160 160 120 120 100 - 
Jämsä-Kaipola B 1 D4 - - 502 502 502 - 
Jyväskylä-Pieksämäki 
Jyväskylä-Pieksämäki asema C 1 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Orivesi-Seinäjoki 
Orivesi-Haapamäki B 1 04 100 100 100 70 60 - 
Haapamäki-km 301,1 B 1 04 90 90 90 60 50 - 
km 301,1-Pihlajavesi C 2 D4 100 100 100 100 100 - 
Pihlajavesi-Seinäjoki B 1 04 100 100 100 60 50 - 
Vilppula-Mänttä B 1 04 50 50 50 50 50 - 
Seinäjoki-Kaskinen 
Seinäjoki -km 452,0 B1 1) 04 80 80 80 60 50 - 
km 452,0-km 530,0 B1 1) 04 60 60 60 50 40 - 
km 530,0-Kaskinen B1 1) 04 80 80 80 60 50 - 
Seinäjoki-Vaasa 0 2 04 120 120 120 120 100 - 
Vaasa-Vaskiluoto A C4 - - 302 30 2 202 - 
APPENDIX 6 Superstructure Categories, EN Categories 
and Permitted Speeds br Different Axle Loads 
S 
Section of line Category Passenger trains Freight trains 




Seinäjoki asema-km 419,0 C2 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 419,0-km 422,9 D D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 422,9-km 441,8 C2 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 441,8-km 551,1 D 04 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 551,1-km 553,1 C 2 D4 70 70 70 70 70 - 
km 553,1-Oulu asema 0 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Pännäinen-Pietarsaari C2 04 60 60 60 60 60 - 
Pietarsaari-Alholma  C 2 D4 - - 352 352 352 - 
Kokkola-Ykspihlaja B, D4 - - 35 35 35 - 
Tuomioja-Raahe  C2 D4 80 80 80 80 80 - 
Raahe-Rautaruukki  C 2 D4 - - 352 352 352 - 
Oulu-Laurila 
Oulu asema-Laurila C2 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Kemi-Ajos B 1 04 - - 50 2 502 502 - 
Laurila-Kemijärvi 
Laurila-Koivu  0 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Koivu-Rovaniemi D D4 120 120 120 120 100 - 
Rovaniemi -Misi C2 04 100 100 100 100 100 - 
Misi-km1037,1 C, D4 100 100 100 100 100 - 
km 1037,1 -Kemijärvi B, 04 100 100 100 60 50 - 
Kemijärvi-Kelloselkä 
Kemijärvi -Isokylä B, 04 50 50 50 50 50 - 
Isokylä-Kelloselkä A C4 50 50 50 40 - - 
Laurila-Tornio-raja  
Laurila -Tornio C2 D4 120 	I 120 120 120 100 - 
Tornio-Tornio-raja C, 04 40 40 40 40 40 - 
Tornio-Röyttä B, 04 - - 50 2 502 50 2 - 
Tornio-Kolari 
Tornio-km 885,6 B2 D4 80 80 80 80 80 - 
Km 885,6-km 1011,6 0 04 80 80 80 80 80 - 
km1011,6 -Kolari 0 D4 100 100 100 100 100 - 
Kerava-Hakosilta 
Kytömaa-Hakosilta D 04 200 220 120 120 100 100 
Riihimäki-Kouvola 
Riihimäki asema-Hakosilta  0 04 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Hakosilta-Lahti 0 D4 160 200 120 120 100 80 
Lahti -Kouvola asema D 04 200 200 120 120 100 100 
Lahti -Heinola B, D4 60 60 60 60 50 - 
Lahti-Mukkula B, D4 - - 352 352 352 - 
Lahti-Loviisan satama B, D4 60 60 60 60 50 - 
Kouvola-Pieksämäki 
Kouvola asema -km 245,9 0 04 140 140 120 120 100 - 
km 245,9-Otava D D4 160 200 120 120 100 - 
Otava-Pieksämäki asema  D D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Mynttilä-Ristiina A C4 50 50 50 35 20 - 
Otava-Otavan satama  B, D4 - - 352 352 352 - 
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Section of line Category Passenger trains Freight trains 
Finnish SFS-EN locomotive motor 16t 20t 22.5t 	25t 




Pieksämäki asema-Kuopio  C2 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
Kuopio-Iisalmi D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
lisalmi-Murtomäki C2 04 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
Murtomäki-Kajaani C1 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
Kajaani-Kontiomäki  C 1 D4 140 140 140 140 100 	- 
Kajaani-Lamminniemi B D4 - 
- 352 352 352 	- 
Suonenjoki-lisvesi  B1 D4 - 
- 352 352 352 	- 
Murtomäki-Otanmäki  A C4 - 
- 5Q2 402 - 	 - 
Kouvola-Kuusankoski 
Kouvola asema-Kuusankoski  02 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
Iisalmi-Ylivieska 
Iisalmi-km 555,8 C D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
km 555,8-km 613,1 D D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
km 613,1 -Ylivieska 02 D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
Pyhäkumpu erk. vh-Pyhäkumpu  B1 D4 35 35 35 35 35 	 - 
Kontiomäki-Vartius 
Kontiomäki-km 662,3 C D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 662,3-km 664,0 02 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 664,0-km 665,1 C D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 665,1-km 666,2 02 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 666,2-km 672,0 C D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 672,0-km 680,9 02 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 680,9-km 682,0 C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 682,0-km 686,5 02 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 686,5-km 687,5 C 1 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 687,5-km 709,0 C2 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 709,0-km 747,0  C l D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 747,0-km 754,7 C2 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 754,7-Vartius-raja 02 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
Kontiomäki-Ämmänsaari  A C4 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
Siilinjärvi-Viinijärvi  C2 04 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
Sysmäjärvi-Vuonos B2 D4 - 
- 352 352 352 	- 
Haapamäki-Jyväskylä B 1 D4 100 100 100 70 60 	- 
Jyväskylä-Äänekoski  C D4 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
Äänekoski-Haapajärvi A 04 60 60 60 40 - 	 - 
Kouvola-Kotka 
Kouvola tavara-Juurikorpi läntinen raide D D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
Kouvola Oikoraide-lnkeroinen itäinen raide C, 04 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
lnkeroinen-Juurikorpi itäinen raide D D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
Juurikorpi-Paimenportti  0 D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
Paimenportti-Kotka asema C D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
Kotka asema-Kotkan satama C, D4 35 35 35 35 35 	 - 
Kotka Hovinsaari-Kotka Mussalo C, D4 50 50 50 50 50 	 - 
Juurikorpi -Hamina C D4 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
Luumäki-Vainikkala 	 D 	D4 	120 	140 	120 	120 	100 	100 
Lappeenranta-Mustolan satama 	 C 	D4 	 - 	 - 	502 	
5Q2 	502 	- 
Imatra tavara-Imatrankoski -raja 	 D 	04 	50 	50 	50 	50 	50 	- 
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Section of line 
Kouvola-Joensuu 
Kouvola asema-Luumäki 
Luumäki -km 395,5 
km 395,5-Säkäniemi 
Säkäniemi -Joensuu Sulkuniemi 






km 660,4-km 664,1 
km 664,1-km 678,4 
km 678,4-km 683,8 
km 683,8-km 687,9 
km 687,9-km 692,5 




















Utajärvi -km 874,0 
km 874,0-Paltamo 
Paltamo-Kontiomäki  
Category Passenger trains Freight trains 
Finnish SFS -EN locomotive motor 16t 20t '22 5t 	25t Transport 
Infrastructure 
15528 hauled cars 
j_ Agency 
D 04 200 200 120 120 100 	100 
0 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
D4 90 90 90 90 90 	- 
O 04 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
D4 60 60 60 60 60 	 - 
04 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
04 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
04 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
04 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
C4 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
D4 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
04 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
04 120 120 120 120 100 - 
D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
D4 50 50 50 50 50 	 - 
D4 120 120 120 120 100 - 
04 110 110 110 90 80 	 - 
D4 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
D4 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
D4 110 110 110 90 80 	 - 
04 - - 30 2 30 2 20 2 	- 
04 80 80 80 80 80 - 
04 80 80 80 80 80 	- 
04 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
04 80 80 80 60 50 	 - 
D4 - - 50 2 50 2 50 2 	- 
04 120 120 120 120 100 	- 
D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
04 120 120 120 120 100 	- 



























1)  Bridge restrictions, see Appendix 10 
2'Shunting traffic only 
'  Finnish Rail Agency regulation/museum traffic 295/411/2008 
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Wagons with Axle Loads 
above the Accepted Limit 
I) A wagon whose axle weight exceeds the maximum 
axle weight given for the different line sections in the table 
in section 3.3 of the Network Description is overweight 
for that line section. 
2) The load specified in the wagon load table may not be 
exceeded intentionally. Any excess load must be unloaded 
at the first possible traffic operating point if the load 
exceeds the permitted load by more than 5% when the 
maximum axle load is 225 kN or by more than 2% when 
the maximum axle load is 250 kN. 
3) When the maximum axle load of a domestic wagon or 
a wagon under COTIF agreement is 225 kN, wagons 
bearing excess weight may be transported at no more 
than the following speeds: 
Superstructure Category 	Max. axle load 	Speed [km/h] 
A 	 225( 1 1 	 20 
B 1 235 35 
B2 	 235 	 50 
C 1 ,C2 ,D 235 80 
(1) On main lines and secondary tracks belonging to the 
superstructure category A individual overweight wagons 
with axle loads exceeding 200 kN but not 225 kN may 
be transported only on a temporary basis at a speed of 
20 km/h. It is not permitted to operate on main lines and 
secondary tracks of superstructure category A at axle 
loads exceeding 225 kN. 
4) Overweight wagons must be transported in line with 
the regulations governing exceptional transport. Before 
transport the wagon's wheel sets and the rest of the  hogie 
 structure must he inspected. 
5) Temporary transport of overweight wagons can be 
considered in case of ad hoc need. Any temporary 
transport of overweight loads must be notified to the 
track's maintenance operator with a view to monitoring 
the condition of the track superstructure. 
6) Overweight wagons conforming to Russian standards, 
with maximum axle loads of 245 kN, may be transported 
on separately specified line sections as exceptional 
transport on the terms specified in the transport licence. 
The Network Description lays down the line sections 
concerned as well as the terms and conditions of operation. 
It is prohibited to operate on main lines and branch lines 
belonging to the superstructure category A. 
7) Transport of overweight loads other than those referred 
to in points 3, 4 and 5, which have not obtained a 
permanent transport licence, will he deemed exceptional 
load transport. 
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S 
Permitted Speed on Points and 
Track Crossings 
Table 2. Permitted speed on points and track crossings. 
Superstructure category -_________  
A B 1 B 2 	C1 C2 D 
70 100 110 	180 200 200 
- 100 110 180 200 220 
70 100 110 	140 140 140 
70 100 110 160 160 I 	60 
70 100 110 	120 120 I 	120 
35 90 90 90 90 90 
35" 90 1 ) 90 1 ) 	 901) 9Ql) 9Q1) 
20 1 ) 201) 20" 	20" 20 1 ) 20 1 ) 
35 35 35 35 35 35 
- 10 20 	20 20 35 
- - 
- 	60 60 60 
70 70 70 	 - - - 
- 80 80 80 80 80 
- - 
- 	60 60 60 
- - I 	
- 110 110 110 
- - 
- 	140 140 140 
- - - 	 - - I 	160 
30 1 ) 30 1 ) 30 1 ) 	 301) 3Q 11 30 1 ) 
30 30 30 	30 30 30 
Straight track 
Single points, 60 E 1, short 
Single points, 60 E 1, long 
Single points, 54 E 1, long 





Short points R = 165 m 
Short points 
Short points when axle load is over 22.5 
Long points 
H = 500 m 
R 530 m 
R = 900 m, when axle load max. 22.5 
R = 900 m, when axle load over 22.5 
H = 1600 m 
R = 2500 m 
R = 3000 m 
Non -interlockeg points 
Straight track and deflecting section 
Trailable points 
1) Indicated with a speed board 
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Paällysrakenneluokka ei sähkäistetty sähköistetty kiskotus pölkyt tukikerros 
Overbyggnadklass  icke-elektnfierad elektrifierad räler sliprar ballast 




K30 trä ballastgrus eller 





K60, PUU ballastgrus eller 
B, _________ K54E1, trä motsvarande 
60 El wooden gravel or 
equivalent 
K43, puu, betoni 
raidesepeli 
B, ----= 	- - K60 
trä, betong makadamballast  
wooden, concrete railway ballast 
puu, betoni raidesepeli 
trä, betong makadamballast  
C, 54 El wooden, concrete railway ballast 
< 1987 
betoni raidesepeli 
C, 54 El betong 
makadamballasl 
concrete railway ballast 
1987 
betoni raidesepeli 
D 60 El betong makadarnballast 
hII.I 
Oulu 
Ei liikennöintiä 	 Pesiökylä 
Trafikeras inte Raahe 	
0  Vartius No traffic 
'I 
Yksityinen rata 	 Kajaani  0 	Kontiomäki 










Aänekoski 	 Joensuu 
Kaskirten 
Pieksämäki 	 Säkäniemi Haapamäki 
Nilrala 











Riihimäki 	 Kouvola 
Hyvinkää 
Hamina 








Figure 1. Superstructure category and electrification. 
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I. 
Appendix 7 
Signalling Systems  
Thc signalling systems used on the lines are represented in 
the figures in this appendix. 	 / 
Suojastettu rataosa  
Linjen med 
linjeblockering  
Line with a section 
blocking system 	
Kolari 






Station without a section 
blocking system  
Trafikplatsen omfattas inte 
Ei liikennöintiä 	 Tornio 
Trafikeras inte  
No traffic 
Yksityinen rata 	
Oulu Privat bana 
 Private line 
 Museorata 
 Museibana 
 Museum line  
Kokkola 













Figure 1. Lines with a section blocking system. 




 Fjärrstyrd linje  
Line with a centralized 
trafic control system 
= Ilikennepaikka ei kuulu 
kauko-ohjattuun rataan 
 Trafikplatsen omfattas inte 
av fjärrstyrningen 
Station without a centralized 
traffic control system  
6 Kolari 
Ei liikennöintiä 
 Trafikeras inte 
 No traffic  
Yksityinen rata 
Privat bana 
 Private line  
Museorata 
 Museibana 
 Museum line  
Kokkola 











Figure 2. Lines with a centralised traffic control systems. 








 varustettu rataosa  
Linje med automatisk 
tågkontroll  
Line with ATP 




automatisk tågkontroll  
Station without ATP  
Ei liikennöintiä 
 Trafikeras inte 
 No traffic  
Yksityinen rata 
























Loviisa  Kotka 
Figure 3. Lines with ATP. 
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Radio-ohjatut rataosat 
Linjen med radioblockering  
Line with a radio-controlled 
traffic system  
= liikennepaikka ei kuulu Kolari 
radio-ohjauksen rataosuuteen  
Trafikplats utan radioblockering 
Station without  Kemijärvi 






Privat bana Kemi 
Private line  
Museorata Oulu 
Museibana Pesiökylä 

























Kouvola 	Vainikkala Riihimäki 
Hyvinkää 
Naantali 







Figure 4. Lines with a radio-controlled traffic system. 
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measuring point Peiio 
Vika Rovaniemi 
O Virroitinvalvontakamera Hirvas 
Strömavtagaredetektor  
Pantograph detector Yblomlo 	Koivu 
o Varaus pyörävoimailmaisimelle  Tornio 	Lammaskoski 
Option för en hjulkraftdetektor Hostivhau 
Option for a wheel load checkpoint Myiiykasgas/Oihava 
• Varaus kuumakäynti-ilmaisimelle -, 
Option för en varmgångsdetektor Seelasti 






Kivesjärvi 	 Vartius 
Vihanti Ypykkavaara 




Kokkola Naijäneva 	Martomäki 
Yksityinen rata Kannus 	 Taivivaara 
Privat bana 
Pyhasaimi Kru.unupyy Latukka 
Private line Iisalmi Yiemmäiriee 	 Lieksa 
Kaykkari 	 Kapaia 
Museorata Vaasa 
Museibana 	 isokyrö 
Museum line 	 Raha Kuopio 	 Uimaharju 
Seinäjoki 




Niirureaa 	 Sysmäjarvi 	Joensuu 
Myllymak 	 Vitnijärvi 
Under byggnad Laakaa 	Hukankoski 	IeJcsaa_ki 	Muio Ratikyla 




Petajavesi 	Lievestuore 	 Kitee 	Niirala 
Mauranie Loukolampi Rantasainni 
ReSetS Korkeakoski 	 Kalvitsa Vahojtirvi 
Jàmsä 	 Riihimäki 
Pori 	 Yiöjdrvi Taiviairreri 
Mikkeli 
Pas kkaia 




Rauma 	Kokeniaki Voikoski 	Imatra Toijaia Raaha 
Lahti 	 Taavetti 	mmatrarikoski 
uusikaupunki 	 Loimaa - Harju Tommola 	Uusikyia Harviaia 	Haukka Utti 	Raippo 	 Kehärata Mynarnäki 
Rthimä i 	Kaasaia 	ouvola 	Vainikkaia 	Ringbanan 	 Keravt 
Hyvink a Lapinjarvi 	Myiiykosk Ring rail line 	Hiekkaharja 
Mntsöld 
Turku 	 Nammeia Hamina 	 Varitaankoski isoheikonen Kotka 
oma Hie kaharjo Loviisa Erveja Vs saari Looma Pasila 
Karjaa ln Helsin i 
Hanko 	Tarnmisaari Kirkkonummi 	Helsinki 	
Vuosaari 
Nordsjö 
Figure 5. Control equipment for rolling stock. 




Table 1. Vibration-related speed restrictions. 





























 Turku  (Tl -Tku)


















Valid since 	Speed restriction 
1998 ^ 3000-ton trains 50 km/h 
2001 ^ 3000-ton trains 30 km/h 
7/1/2002 > 3000-ton trains 50 km/h 
2001 > 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
7/1/2002 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1999 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1997 all trains 40 km/h 
2000 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1999 all trains 40 km/h 
5/11/2002 ^ 3000-ton trains 60 km/h 
16/1/2004 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
9/1/2005 > 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1/10/2006 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
11/9/2007 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
15/10/2008  ^ 3000-ton freight trains 40 km/h 
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Appendix 9 
Maximum Train 
Speeds in Tunnels 
This table presents the tunnels with a speed limit. The speed 
limit of the track section in question is applied for all other 
tunnels. 
Table 1. Maximum train speeds in tunnels. 
Tunnel Km - location Maximum speed [km/h] 
Single-deck DoubIedeck 	Motorised trains 
Helsinki-Karjaa 
Lillgård 46+791-46+977 160 120 180 
Riddarbacken 47+769-48+043 160 120 180 
Karjaa-Salo 
Bäljars 88+920-89+230 160 140 200 
Köpskog 90+490-90+535 160 140 200 
Aminne 92+390-92+500 160 140 200 
Högbacka 94+365-94+565 160 140 200 
Kaivosmäki 113+962-114+060 160 140 200 
Haukkamäki 114^304-114+740 160 140 200 
Harmaamäki  115+150-115+418 160 140 200 
Lemunmäki 125+870-126+590 160 160 180 
Märjänmäki 126+940-128+180 160 160 180 
Lavianmäki 137+720-138+260 160 160 180 
Tottola 139+249-139+777 160 120 180 
Salo-Turku 
Halikko 150+207-150+395 160 140 200 
Pepallonmäki 152+420-152+950 160 140 200 
Orivesi-Jyväskylä 
Keljonkangas  335+301 -335^526 140 140 140 
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Appendix 10 
Bridge Restrictions 
On the movable bridges mentioned below, axle loads and 
speed impose restrictions on the running of rail vehicles. The 
speed restrictions are indicated by speed signs. 
Bridges with Weight Restrictions 
I) Kyrönsalmi bridge on the Parikkala-Savonlinna section 
of line: 
a Axle load restriction 22.5 t 
• Maximum permitted speed on the bridge is 20 km/h 
2)  Seinäjoki, Kyrönjoki, Nenätönjoki, Kainastonjoki, 
Teuvanjoki, Närpiönjoki  and Kaskistensalmi bridges on 
the Seinäjoki- Kaskincn section of line. 
• Axle load restriction 22.5 t 
• Maximum speed on the bridges is 60 km/h, unless a 
lower speed limit is otherwise ordered. 
The axle loads mentioned here shall not he exceeded, 
and the excess load shall he unloaded at the station where it 
is discovered. 
These regulations do not apply to 6- or 8-axle wagons 
built according to the Russian standard, which can he carried 
over the above-mentioned bridges only as special transport on 
the conditions laid down in the transport permit. 
Movable Bridges 
Table 1. Restrictions related to movable bridges. 
Bridge Railway section Permitted 
- j speed [km/h]  
Pohja Karjaa-Hanko 50 
Kyrönsalmi Savonlinna- Pari kkala 20 1 
Pirttiniemi Pieksämäki-Joensuu  402 
Taipale Canal Pieksämäki-Joensuu  302 
Pielisjoki Pieksämäki-Joensuu, 50 
Joensuu-Nurmes 
Päiväranta Pieksämäki-Kontiomäki 60 
Uimasalmi Joensuu-Nurmes 60 
Tahkoluoto  Mäntyluoto-Tahkoluoto 50 
1 See Bridges with Weight Restrictions. 
2 The bridge and the rail joints can be locked, in which case the permitted 
speed is 60 km/h. 
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Appendix 11 
Significant and Other 
Track Works Affecting 
Traffic in 2011 
This appendix presents an estimate of those rail maintenance 
works that will be carried out during the 2011 timetable 
period and that may affect traffic. The information in the 
appendices may change once the details of funding and 
planning become clear. The updated list will be published on 
the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency website. 
Locations 	 Affects traffic 	Break description 
SOUTHERN FINLAND  
Karjaa-Turku: Relocation to the old track base at Ervelä, 
 Piikkiö  underpass bridge embankment work 
 Kirkkonummi-Karjaa:  Repair of pile hat area t  Kela, 
Jeppas underpass bridge 
Leppävaara-Kirkkonummi track work at stations: 
 Tolsa  and Jorvas 	 - 
Leppävaara: Säterinpolku underpass  
Ilmala railway yard renovation work 
Hiekkaharju-Koivukylä: Ring Rail line, 
moving easternmost track, bridge work  
Hiekkaharju-Koivukylä: Ring Rail line, 
moving easternmost track, bridge work  
Keski-Pasila: Pasila station track 5b change, 
Pasila Tavara track changes, construction of vehicle train tracks 
and of the Helsinki -Käpylä additional western track 
Pasila: replacement of V401 points  
Huopalahti-Vantaankoski: Repair of bridge waterproofing 
EASTERN FINLAND 
Vainikkala: Track changes 
Luumäki-Lappeenranta: Mainline points Rasinsuo, 
Törölä, Tapavainola  
Kouvola-Mikkeli: Underpass bridges 	- ________________ 
Mikkeli-Pieksämäki: Underpass bridges  
Pieksämäki-Kuopio: underpass bridges, 
rock and tunnel strengthening, screening of the ballast, 
rail replacement, track work at Suonenjoki station 
Renovation of railway yard at Kuopio: 
Passenger railway yard and Iloharju 
Kuopio-Silinjärvi: Vt 5 Päiväranta-Vuorela 
Construction of Kotolahti railway yard, installing mainline points. 
Points change atKivisalmi 
Kouvola-Inkeroinen: Screening of the ballast, eastern track 
 Kouvola-Kuusankoski:  Replacement of superstructure 
 Savonlinna:  VT 14 
Parikkala-Joensuu: Underpass bridges 
APPENDIX 11 Significant and Other 
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x 	 Total weekend break from Fri evening to Su afternoon 
x 	Weekend break 16 h 
x 	 Single track, weekend break. Commuter traffic 
arrangements 
x 	 Single track, weekend break. Commuter traffic 
arrangements 
x 	 Easternmost track: 34 h 
x 	 Easternmost track: 34 h. East middle track: 34 h. 
Also weeknight and weekend breaks. 
Commuter traffic arrangements. 
x 	Weeknight and weekend breaks. 
Commuter traffic arrangements 
x 	 Coordination with Keski-Pasila works. 
x 	 Single track, weekend breaks. 
Commuter traffic arrangements 
x 	 Altering track usage 
x 	 9 h breaks at weekends 
x 	 16-24 h total break at weekend 
x 	 16-24 h total break at weekend 
x 	 16 h total breaks, 8 h work breaks late summer / autumn 
Coordination with renovation work at 
Kuopio railway yard. 
x 	 Changes to track use. Coordination with  
Pieksämäki-Kuopio work. 
x 	 8 h break in wk 18. 65 h total break in wk 25/26. 
8 h break in wk 27 
x 	 4 x 10 hand 2 x 24 h work breaks 
x 	 Total break on eastern track for two weeks 
x 	 8 h work breaks 
x 	 16-24 h total break at weekend 
Locations 
	 Affects traffic 	Break description 
WESTERN FINLAND 
Hämeenlinna: Vaneri underpass 	 x 
Lielahti -Kokemäki: Replacing superstructure 88km 
	 x 
Pori-Mäntyluoto: Replacing superstructure 	____ x 
Jämsänkoski-Jyväskylä: Tunnel superstructure. x 
Orivesi-Haapamäki: Removing level crossings, bridges 	 x 
Tampere-Orivesi: Screening of the ballast, rail replacement x 
Vilppula-Mänttä: Replacing superstructure 	 x 
Seinäjoki-Oulu: Improving level of service: Pännäinen-Kokkola 
	x 
bridge works: Moving three bridges. Pännäinen, Kolppi and 
Kruunupyy operating point work, Seinäjoki-Ruha: Double-rail 
jointing work, Riijärvi new operating point. Coordination with 
work on Tuomioja-Liminka and Kokkola-Ylivieska. 
Kokkola points replacement: V561 
	 x 
Kokkola-Ylivieska: double-rail, three bridges 
	 x 
Seinäjoki-Vaasa: electrification 	 x 
Ykspihlaja: Adoption of safety device at intermediate 
	 x 
railway yard 
Tampere passenger railway yard: Rongankatu underpass 	x 
I 8 h work breaks, breaks required for piling and moving 
bridge, single track in use 
8 h work breaks 
8 h work breaks at night and weekends 
Total break two weeks. No simultaneous 
Hy-Kr-Tku breaks 
16-24 h total break 
Single track 
8 h work breaks at night 
5 x total break, Midsummer break 
Coordination with work on Seinäjoki -Oulu 
2 x 12 h Sat-Sun at night and Midsummer break 24 h. 
Not simultaneously with breaks on Seinäjoki-Kokkola. 
3 h work break 7.00-18.00 hours on four workdays 
per week between October 2010 and June 2011 
Track reservations 
Changes to track usage for 4 x 36 h 
NORTHERN FINLAND 
Seinäjoki -Oulu improving level of service: Tuomioja-Liminka 
 substructure and superstructure, points and railway bridges. 
New operating points at Ahonpää (Vihanti-Tuomioja stretch) 
and Tikkaperä (Liminka-Hirvineva stretch). Coordination with 
work on Seinäjoki-Kokkola and Kokkola-Ylivieska sections. 
Tornio-Kolari: Superstructure replacement 
 Kontiomäki-Vartius:  Sleeper replacement (ca. 40,000 sleepers) 
Oulu-Kemi: Myllykangas level crossing/underpass bridge, 
 Toppila  light traffic underpass  
Rovaniemi -Kemijärvi: Electrification  
Äänekoski-Saarijärvi: Replacing superstructure 
OTHER BREAKS 
Tree maintenance investments 
Replacement of individual points in railway yards: Helsinki, 
 Kouvola,  Kotka, Hamina, Kuusankoski, Vainikkala, 
Lappeenranta, Joensuu, Pieksämäki, Uimaharju, Tampere, 
 Seinäjoki, Jyväskylä,  Turku, Riihimäki, Oulu 
Maintenance investment, md. replacing superstructure, 
bridge and drum repair 
Track check-ups on tracks with speeds over 140 km/h 
Piling maintenance tracks and points 
Rail maintenance work to be ordered separately, 
e.g. replacing single sleepers and worn-out curved rails 
APPENDIX 11 Significant and Other 
Track Works Affecting Traffic in 2011 
x 	8 h work break June, breaks: 8 x 12 h, 2 x 20 h, 
Midsummer break 24 h. Not simultaneously with 
 Kokkola-Ylivieska breaks. Coordination with bre ks 
on Kontiomäki-Vartius. 
x 	Wk 22-30 Mon-Wed total break, 
Thu-Sun 10 h daily breaks. 
x 	Wk 22-32: 8 h work break in two phases 
x 	16-24 h total break 
x 	Eight week total break 






Traffic Control Center, Southern Finland 
Helsinki 
liikennesuunnitteluhelsinki@vr.fi  
Kovanen Timo 040 866 3839 
Miikkola Reijo 040 866 3840 
Burman Raimo (4h/arkipäivä) 040 866 3846 
Traffic Control Center, Western Finland 
Tampere  
Iiikennesuunnittelu.tampere@vr.fj  
Jalanto Esko 040 863 0570 
Kunelius Juha 040 863 1118 
0  Kolari 
Map of Traffic Planning Areas 
Coordination of track work and traffic according to 
thc traffic planning areas shown on the map below. 
Oulu 
IiikennesuunnitteIuouIucvr.fi Kelloselkä 0 
Meripaasi Sakari 040 864 5450  
Aherto Raija 040 864 5446 Rovaniemi 
Traffic Control Center, Eastern Finland  ) 
Kouvola  
liikennesuunnittelu.kouvola@vr.fi  Tornio 0 
Sirén Markku 040 863 4197 
Kemi 0 
Lahtinen Juha  0408634271  
Pieksämäki 
0 Oulu IiikennesuunnitteIu.pieksamaki@vr.fi  ________________________________________________ Pesiäkylä  Q 0 Ämmänsaari 
Nykänen Aimo 040 863 7002 Raahe 
0  Vartius 
Joensuu  




ö Ylivieska ° PapunenArto 0408640379  Muomäki 
Pietarsaari  0 Haapajärvi 0 









 Porok ".._.\\\\ 
Vaasa 
Siilinjarvi 0 
Kuopio  0 	
} llomantsi 0  Seinajoki 	 .... 	
. 	 Joensuu.a Aanekoski 
Viinijärvi 0 
	
Kaskinen  0 	 Pieksämäki 	\Säkäniemi 
Jyväskylä . 	
. r. Haapamaki  o 	0 - 	 0 Huutokoski 	 Niirala Parkano 	
Savonlinna I 
Pori 	 0 0 Orivesi 




Naantali  W 
Turku 
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Information at the 
stations of the State- 
owned Rail Network  
RHK has acquired a new passenger information system 
(MIKU) that will replace the older information systems. 
MIKU allows the info staff to control display devices and 
provide passengers with up-to-date information. 
Table 1. Passenger information at operating points 
A new Information Centre established in the 2009 
timetable period, will among other things notify the passengers 
about disturbances and exceptions. More information can 
be found at the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency 
website. 
Table 1 shows passenger information at operating 
points. If information changes, updated appendix will be 
published at the Network Statement website. 
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o 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
6 	0 	0 	0 	0 	18 	24 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
o 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	2 
4 	0 	0 	0 	0 	4 	8 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
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19 	4 	2 	10 	3 	38 	76 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
4 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	6 
1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	2 
8 	0 	0 	4 	0 	6 	18 
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0 Q. COO 0 _i 1- u. I- I- 
Hyvinkää Hyvinge 4 0 0 2 0 3 9 
Hämeenlinna Tavastehus 5 2 0 0 0 2 9 
Höljäkkä Höljäkkä X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Iisalmi Idensalmi 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
Iittala Iittala 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Ilmala lImala 2 0 0 2 0 3 7 
Imatra Imatra 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
Inkeroinen Inkeroinen  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inkoo Ingå 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Isokyrö Storkyro 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Joensuu Joensuu 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
Jokela Jokela 3 0 0 1 0 1 5 
Jorvas Jorvas 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Joutseno Joutseno 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Juupajoki Juupajoki 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Jyväskylä Jyväskylä 3 2 0 11 0 0 16 
Jämsä Jämsä 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Järvelä Järvelä 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Järvenpää Träskända 7 0 0 3 0 1 11 
Kajaani Kajana 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Kannelmäki Gamlas 2 0 0 0 0 2 4 
Kannus Kannus 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Karjaa Karis 7 0 0 1 0 3 11 
Karkku Karkku 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kauhava Kauhava 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kauklahti Käklax 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Kauniainen Grankulla 3 0 0 0 0 2 5 
Kausala Kausala 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kemi Kemi 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Kemijärvi Kemijärvi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kera Kera 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kerava Kervo 10 0 0 8 0 3 21 
Kerimäki Kerimäki 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kesälahti 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Keuruu Keuru 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kilo Kilo 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Kirkkonummi Kyrkslätt 3 0 0 0 0 6 9 
Kitee Kitee 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kiuruvesi Kiuruvesi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Malminkartano  Malmgård 
Mankki Mankby 
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Martinlaakso Mårtensdal 
Masala Masaby 
Mikkeli St Michel 
Misi Misi X 
Mommila Mommila 1 
Muhos Muhos 1 
Muurola Muurola 1 
Myllykoski Myllykoski 1 
Myllymäki Myllymäki 1 




Nastola Nastola 1 
Nivala Nivala 1 
Nokia Nokia 1 
Nuppulinna Nuppulinna  
Nurmes Nurmes 1 
Oitti Oitti 1 
Orivesi Orivesi 




Paimenportti Paimenportti X 





Pello Pello 1 
Petäjävesi Petäjävesi 1 
Pieksämäki Pieksämäki 
Pihiajavesi Pihlajavesi 1 
Pitäjänmäki Sockenbacka 
Pohjois-Haaga Norra-Haga 
Pori Björneborg  
Puistola Parkstad 
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Pukinmäki Bocksbacka  
Punkaharju Punkaharju  1 
Purola Purola 
Pyhäsalmi Pyhäsalmi 1 
Pännäinen Bennäs 
Rekola Räckhals 
Retretti Retretti 1 
Riihimäki Riihimäki 
Rovaniemi Rovaniemi 
Runni Runni 1 
Ruukki Ruukki 1 
Ryttylä Ryttylä 
Salo Salo 
Santala Sandö X 
Saunakallio Saunakallio 
Savio Savio 





Simpele Simpele 1 
Siuntio Sjundeå 1 
Skogby Skogby X 
Sukeva Sukeva 1 
Suonenjoki Suonenjoki 
Tammisaari Ekenäs 1 
Tampere Tammerfors 
Tapanila Mosabacka 
Tavastila Tavastila X 
Tervajoki Tervajoki 1 
Tervola Tervola 1 
Tikkurila Dickursby 
Toijala Toijala 
Tolsa Tolls 1 
Tornio Torneå 1 
Tuomarila Domsby 
Turenki Turenki 
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GSM-R (RAILI)  
Network 
The Finnish Rail Administration's GSM-R network,  RAILI 
 for short, acts as the railways' integrated communication 
system, serving primarily traffic controllers, drivers and train 
guards as s'ell as shunting managers and those responsible for I 
track work. The network covers track and railway yards over 
a distance of about 5,000 km. More information is available I 
in chapter 3.3.3.3 (Traffic Control and Communications 
Systems) of the Network Statement as well as on the Finnish I 
Transport Infrastructure Agency's website. 
- 	Luokka 3 rata (ETCS) (304 km) 
Luokka 2 rata (puhe) (4782 km) 	- 
Kolari 
GSM-R ei rakenneta (773 km) 
---------- Ei likennäintiä  
Trafikeras inte 	
Kemij 
No traffic 	 Romi 
Museorata 
Museibana 
 Museum line 
Tornio ELaunla 
Vartius 
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Appendix 14 
Network Statements 
of Other Countries 
Table I shows the Internet addresses of the Network 
Statements published by the infrastructure managers of 
other countries, and the names used for the Network 
Statement. The information in the table is subject to change. 
Table 1. Network Statement of other countries 
Infrastructure manager 	 Country 	 Name used Internet address  
Administrador de lnfraestructuras  Spain DeclaraciOn sobre la Red http://www.adif.es 
Ferroviarias (ADIF) 
Banedanmark Denmark Netredegörelse http:llwww.bane.dk 	- 
Banverket (BV) Sweden Järnvägsnätsbeskrivning http://www.banverket.se  
BLS AG (BLS) Switzerland Network Statement http:llwww.bls.ch 
Communauté de Transports - Luxembourg Document de Reference du Reseau http://www.railinfra.lu  
Accès Réseau 
Compania Nationalä de Cäi Ferate SA Rumania Documentul de referinta al retelei http://www.cfr.ro  
DB Netz AG Germany Schienennetz-Nutzungsbedingungen http:llwww.db.de 
Eurotunnel France/England Eurotunnel Network Statement  http://www.eurotunnel.com 	- 
HZ lnfrastruktura d.o.o.  Croatia lzvjesce o mrezi http://www.railneteurope.com - 
Infrabel Belgium Netverkla ring 	_______ http:llwww.railaccess.be 
Jernbaneverket  Norway Network Statement http://www.jernbaneverket.no  
Keyrail Netherlands Netverklaring _______ http://www.keyrail.nl 
National Manager of Railway Greece Network Statement http://www.osenet.gr  
Infrastructure (EDISY SA.) 
National Railway Infrastructure Bulgaria Network Statement http:llwww.rail-infra.bg 
Company (NRIC) 
Network Rail Great Britain Network Statement http://www.networkrail.co.uk  
PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe Poland Network Statement http://wwwl.plk-sa.pl  
S.A. (PKP PLK) 	- - - 
ProRail B.V. Netherlands Netverklaring http:llwww.prorail.nl  
Public Agency for Rail Transport Slovenia Network Statement  http:llwww.azp.si  
of RS (AP) 
Raaberbahn AG/GYSEV Zrt. Austria/Hungary A GySEV Zrt. Uzletszabalyzata http://www.gysev.hu  
(GYSEV/Raaberbahn) 
Rede Ferroviöria Nacional,  Portugal Directorio da Rede http://www.refer.pt  
EP. E. (REFER)  
Réseau Ferré de France (RFF) France Document de référence du http://www.rff.fr  
réseau ferré national 
Rete Ferroviaria Italiana SpA (RFI)  Italy Prospetto Informativo della Rete http:llwww.rfi.it 
Slovenske zeleznice d.o.o. (SZ) Slovenia Network Statement http:llwww.azp.si 
Spréva 2elezniöni dopravni  The Czech Republic Network Statement  http://www.szdc.cz  
cesty (CD) / SZCD 
Swiss Federal Railways Switzeiiand Network Statement  http:/Iwww.mct.sbb.ch  
SBB -Infrastructure (SBB CFF FFS) 
Vasti Pälyakapacitás-elosztó Kft. (VPE)  Hungary Network Statement http://www2.vpe.hu  
2eleznice Slovenskej Republiky  Slovakia Sietové vyhlá senie http://www.zsr.sk 
ÖBB Infrastruktur Betrieb AG Austria Schienennetznutzungsbedingungen http:llwww.railnetaustria.at 
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PUBLICATION OF FINNISH 
RAIL ADMINISTRATION ON F SERIES 
1/2003 Verkkoselostus 2004 
2/2 003 Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 1.6.2003 
3/2003 Finnish Network Statement 2004 
4/2003  Beskrivning av Finlands Bannät  2004 
5/2003 Verkkoselostus 2005 
6/2003 Finnish Network Statement 2005 
7/2003 Beskrivning av Finlands bannät 2005 
1/2004 Verkkoselostus 2006 
2/2004 Finnish Network Statement 2006 
3/2004 Beskrivning av Finlands bannät  2006 
1/2005  Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 5.6.2005 
2/2005  Verkkoselostus 2007 
3/2005 Finnish Network Statement 2007 
4/2005  Beskrivning av Finlands bannät  2007 
1/2006 Verkkoselostus 2008 
2/2006 Finnish Network Statement 2008 
3/2006 Beskrivning av Finlands bannät 2008 
1/2007 Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 3.6.2007 
2/2007  Verkkoselostus 2009 
3/2007 Finnish Network Statement 2009 
4/2007  Beskrivning av Finlands bannät 2009 
1/2008  Rataverkon kuvaus 7.1.2008 
2/2008  Rataverkon kuvaus 1.6.2008 
3/2008 Verkkoselostus 2010 
4/2008 Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 1.1.2009 
5/2008 Finnish Network Statement 2010 
1/2009  Beskrivning av Finlands bannät  2010 
2/2 009 Rataverkon kuvaus 1.1.2009 
3/2009 Rautatieliikenteen täsmällisyys 2008 
4/2009 Rataverkon kuvaus 1.7.2009 
5/2009  Verkkoselostus 2011 
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